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Abstract
Telecare and especially Mobile Care Systems are getting more and more
popular. They have two major benefits: first, they drastically improve
the living standards and even health outcomes for patients. In addition,
they allow significant cost savings for adult care by reducing the needs
for medical staff. A common drawback of current Mobile Care Systems
is that they are rather stationary in most cases and firmly installed in
patients’ houses or flats, which makes them stay very near to or even in
their homes. There is also an upcoming second category of Mobile Care
Systems which are portable without restricting the moving space of the
patients, but with the major drawback that they have either very limited
computational abilities and only a rather low classification quality or,
which is most frequently, they only have a very short runtime on battery
and therefore indirectly restrict the freedom of moving of the patients
once again. These drawbacks are inherently caused by the restricted
computational resources and mainly the limitations of battery based power
supply of mobile computer systems.
This research investigates the application of novel Artificial Intelligence
(AI) and Machine Learning (ML) techniques to improve the operation of
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Mobile Care Systems. As a result, based on the Evolving Connectionist
Systems (ECoS) paradigm, an innovative approach for a highly efficient
and self-optimising distributed online machine learning algorithm called
MECoS - Moving ECoS - is presented. It balances the conflicting needs
of providing a highly responsive complex and distributed online learning
classification algorithm by requiring only limited resources in the form of
computational power and energy. This approach overcomes the drawbacks
of current mobile systems and combines them with the advantages of
powerful stationary approaches. The research concludes that the practical
application of the presented MECoS algorithm offers substantial improvements
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T HIS thesis examines the application of Artificial Intelligence (AI)and Machine Learning (ML) techniques within the context of mobile
computing. Because of the light, compact and wireless type of construction
of these kinds of systems, their main problems are their very limited
computational and energy resources. The scenario of Mobile Care Systems,
a special form of Telecare, is taken as a practical use case for this investigation.
Telecare systems more generally allow patients to leave the residential
care of hospitals. Home Care systems, for instance, remotely monitor the
patients in their homes using installed emergency-buttons and sensors.
Mobile Care Systems go even a step further and do not only allow patients
to leave hospitals and stay in their homes, they even allow the patients
to freely move around. These systems are small, portable and battery
powered and can be taken with them wherever the patients go - just
like a modern mobile phone. A major problem of Mobile Patient Care
systems is that they have to reach a long period of autonomous runtime,
13
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
mainly because most kinds of patients (elderly people, people suffering
from dementia, etc.) can not be expected to perform regular maintenance
tasks like recharging the batteries.
Modern mobile computing systems (like smartphones for instance) are
shipped with powerful processors and/or compensate for their limited
resources by shifting complex computational tasks to powerful back-end
server systems, which on the other hand produces increased communication
efforts. However, powerful processors and data transfer over mobile networks
are the most exhausting tasks for the batteries of mobile devices - we
all experience this issue by having to plug in the battery recharger of
our smartphones and other current mobile devices at least once a day.
Because of the requirement of long autonomous free runtime of Mobile
Care Systems and their maintenance, it is very important to achieve
a very economic and battery-saving operation. This is the point where
the inherent difficulty of Mobile Care Systems comes in: To operate as
autonomously and economically as possible on one hand, but to be as
sensitive and active as possible to never risk the threat of damaging
the patients’ health at any moment on the other hand. These two main
objectives are contradictory and have hampered a wider application and
dissemination of mobile patient care systems so far.
This work contributes to Telecare within a practical aspect and to distributed
online machine learning within a theoretical aspect, as it presents a novel
approach to addressing this difficulty in finding the balance between contradictory
aims in mobile care. It balances the conflicting needs of providing real-time
complex distributed intelligence, using only limited resources in the form
14
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of computational power and energy. The later presented MECoS system
approach represents a highly efficient distributed online machine learning
algorithm that is capable of adapting itself to the individual patient’s
physiological situation, by using up as few resources as possible (as it
balances computational efforts between simple mobile and complex back-end
devices optimally).
This online adaptation allows a most efficient operation of the monitoring
algorithm and avoids the generation of costly false alarms. As adaptation
itself requires the application of rather resource intensive machine learning
algorithms, these learning steps are optimally distributed and balanced
between the mobile and a powerful back-end system and at the same time
preserve a single knowledge base to maintain high-quality classification
results.
Simulation with an implemented prototype compared to classical static
client-server systems delivered promising results. The experiments showed
that the presented MECoS approach opens new possibilities for the application
of mobile patient monitoring systems in healthcare.
This new approach to distributed online machine learning, as argued




1.1 Goals / Research Aims
Mobile Care Systems have a big problem: their two main objectives are
contradictory aims which cannot be achieved at the same time. They
ought to
• operate as autonomously and economically as possible,
• be as sensitive and active as possible
Obviously, these aims are leading in opposite directions and additionally
strongly depend on the physiological characteristics of the individual monitored
patient. This makes it really hard to build applicable and cost-efficient
Mobile Care Systems for a broader use. Currently available systems
address these problems by focusing on only one of the two aims, being
either simple but very autonomous or complex but rather stationary and
not autonomous. Both kinds of systems do not really represent an ideal
Mobile Care System with all its characteristics, but they bring up a lot
of weaknesses, which is the reason why these kinds of systems have not
been used widely.
This is the research question that set out this thesis years ago:
“How can we design a Mobile Care System that balances the
conflicting needs of providing real-time complex distributed intelligence,




In other words: The aim of this research project is to discover a novel
approach based on Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML)
methods that results in a high quality and maximum energy- and computationally
efficient operating Mobile Care System. This should enable a very economical,
long period of autonomous operation without sacrificing the systems classification
abilities / intelligence and result in applicable and cost-efficient mobile
patient care systems. Broader and increased use of these systems will be
the consequence.
Up to now, the two relevant core subject areas of mobile healthcare systems
have been treated separately:
1. (AI-based) patient monitoring and
2. mobile computing.
As already mentioned, current systems mainly focus on only one of the
two issues and neglect the other. A detailed investigation of these subject
areas by taking the possibilities of current distributed systems into account
should bring up a smart combination of techniques that will be able to
successfully address the research aims of this investigation.
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1.2 Structure of the Thesis
This thesis is structured as follows:
• Chapter 2 gives an overview of the state of the art in modern patient
care from telecare to mobile care. The specific requirements, problems
and limitations of Mobile Care Systems addressed in this research
are explained.
• Chapter 3 presents the topic of economic and less-resource intensive
data processing or “energy aware computing”. This subject area
represents a major problem area of Mobile Care Systems besides
smart health monitoring algorithms. The basic conditions for artificial
intelligence and machine learning on mobile devices are presented
and how these approaches can be made more efficient and more
economic for the application within the mobile care scenario are
investigated.
• Chapter 4 investigates the topic of smart computer-based health
monitoring. The issues related to collecting physiological data and
computer based classification of sensor data are presented. The
difference between static and modern incremental AI-based classifiers
is explained. Further, an overview of well-known and popular approaches
is given and their possible applicability to addressing the research
aims of this thesis is evaluated.
• Chapter 5 highlights the novel MECoS approach based on the outcomes
of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. As presented in the introductory part,
18
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a detailed description of the underlying concepts and expectations is
provided. An investigation of the key factors for its application, its
pros and cons and of alternative approaches is performed. Further
the experimental set-up and the results of the simulation test runs
are presented and evaluated to test the hypothesis.
• Chapter 6 presents the the hypothesis verification by experiments
that have been performed.
• In Chapter 7 the results of the experiments are discussed in context
and the limitations of this research are shown.
• The final concluding chapter 8 sums up all aspects of this thesis and
gives a prospect onto future research.
19
Chapter 2
Modern Patient Care Systems
and their Problems
2.1 Introduction
T HIS chapter presents an overview of known types of telecare systemsand explains the requirements, problems and limitations of mobile
patient care. The fundamental contradictory aims of Mobile Care Systems
inherently based in their requirements are depicted. Finally the research
aims of this thesis are derived from the investigated issues.
2.2 From Residential Care to Telecare
Amongst other things, change in working and social behaviours and the
progress in medical science and healthcare [141] have led to a higher
20
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average life expectancy, compared to 30 years ago: according to the Office
for National Statistics (ONS), life expectancy at birth has increased by
around 7 years from 1982 to 2012 [141, 142] (see also figures 2.1 and 2.2).
Figure 2.1: Age Structure of the UK 1971 [156]
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Figure 2.2: Age Structure of the UK 2011 [156]
Many diseases that some decades ago caused massive reduction of the
quality of life for patients, can be effectively treated nowadays so that the
progression of the disease can be slowed down or even that the patient’s
living standard reaches a nearly normal level. This progress, however,
has its price: the costs for public health systems are increasing permanently
[61, 78, 148, 48] and they can hardly be covered by the governments [46].
In addition to several cost-recovery arrangements, for instance additional
private insurances and cost sharing etc., the public health systems are
forced to perform massive savings due to the permanent cost pressure.
Amongst other things it is a major aim to severely reduce the time duration
of hospital or nursing home stays, as these represent a very high expense
factor[231]. Mainly for patients with chronic diseases and elderly people
22
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there is a trend towards non-residential care. As several studies like one
of the York Health Economics Consortium in 2009 [28] showed, this does
not only provide advantages for the patients who enjoy a significantly
higher living standard in their homes, but also massive cost savings for
the public health systems that can be achieved through this modern focus
on non-residential care [92, 173, 33, 218]. As well as the increased living
standard for the patients and cost savings for the public, enabling older
people to live independently in their own homes also provides better
health results has already been investigated [28, 231, 83, 217, 194].
Further, non-residential healthcare systems are used for prevention and
early diagnosis of diseases (e.g. heart attacks), which increases the chances
of survival and reduces the risk of permanent disadvantages significantly:
About 80% of sudden cardiac deaths happen at home whereas in only 50%
of these cases when somebody is watching the incident [36]. Another
source mentions a 39% rate of cardiovascular disease related deaths in
the UK with 30% of those patients not reaching hospital [133]. Every
moment earlier that a patient receives help will dramatically increase his
chances of survival and reduce the risk of long-term health-damage. Half
of non-watched sudden cardiac deaths happen when patients have been
lying for hours before they are found [133]. A permanent non-residential
patient care system can help patients to leave residential care and to save
lives. There are several types of non-residential care which are applied
depending on the type of disease and on economical and financial aspects.
To summarise above paragraphs: Telecare delivers prevention, better
health outcomes and increases overall savings to adult care costs.
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2.2.1 Residential Care
Residential Care is a kind of alleviated residential care. Residential Care
Systems allow the patients to leave residential care in hospitals, but
require a permanent stay in so called Residential Care Homes. In these
homes, nursing staff and patient monitoring systems are permanently
available. This system is effective, if no acute life-threatening disease
exists and an ongoing residential stay in a hospital is not required any
more, but the need for nursing the patient is still relatively high and
nursing staff has to be permanently available (but in a less intensive way
than in hospitals).
2.2.2 Tele-Medicine
Tele-Medicine refers to the use of telecommunication technology to deliver
health care over a distance ([55] p. 721). Tele-Medicine for instance, can
be a very specific type of non-residential intensive care. Intensive Care
Systems that are normally only found in Intensive Care Units (ICU) in
hospitals are installed at the patients’ homes, for instance as investigated
by Young et al in [232]. These systems transfer all the data online to a
dedicated emergency centre. This type of non-residential care represents
one of the most expensive types, as something like a “remote intensive
care unit” has to be built.
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2.2.3 Non-Residential Care
If the patients are treated in a non-residential way and if the patients
are not forced to stay in specific premises as Residential Care Systems
do, we talk about Non-Residential Care systems. Non-Residential Care
is also called Tele-Health. For instance, Tunstall, a telehealth company
based in Yorkshire, UK, consisely defines telehealth as: “Telehealth is the
consistent and accurate monitoring of a patient’s vital signs and symptoms
via easy to use technology in their home.” [1].
Telehealth or Non-Residential Care can be split up into Home Care and
Mobile Care Systems, which are described section 2.3.
2.3 Non-Residential Care
2.3.1 Home Care
Patients being monitored by a Home Care System, can live independently
of residential care in their homes and live their lives at home as normally
as possible (e.g. as presented in [87]). Home Care Systems require the
installation of specific monitoring methods and devices in the patients’
homes (for instance the installation of a communication line with an
emergency centre, installation of fall-sensors, etc.), which are permanently
watching their health state and set off an alarm in cases of emergency as
for instance presented by Costa and Castillo in [45]. The big disadvantage
of Home Care Systems is that the safety of the health monitoring will be
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lost as soon as the patients leave their homes. Therefore the patients are
indirectly bound to permanently stay in their homes.
Figure 2.3: Scheme of a Home-Care (Telecare) system as shown in [87]
2.3.2 Mobile Care
Mobile Care is the most modern and ambitious kind of non-residential
care. Mobile Care Systems go a step further than Home Care Systems
and utilise mobile and portable devices. This enables Mobile Care to
ensure the safety of health monitoring of the patients even in situations
when they leave their homes. An example for a Mobile Care System is
presented, for instance, by Lee et al in [179] called “Cellular phone and
bluetooth based blood-pressure and pulse monitor system”. In contrast
to Home Care Systems, Mobile Care Systems allow the patients to safely
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Figure 2.4: Example of a Mobile Care System as described in [180]
leave their homes and perform social activities. Mobile Care Systems
provide this advantage by using mobile technologies. This brings about
enormous improvements for the living-standard of the patients, but on
the other hand also raises several technical problems that have to be
solved.
2.4 Problems of Mobile Care Systems
2.4.1 Requirements of Mobile Care
Mobile Care Systems have the aim of permanently monitoring the health
state of a patient ideally covering 24 hours a day, regardless of the whereabouts
of the monitored person. This should allow the patients to live their
everyday lives as normally as possible, leave their houses or flats and
participate in social activities and have social interactions. Mobile Care
Systems should enable a nearly unrestricted life outside hospitals and
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independent of residential or semi-residential nursing homes for patients,
but provide the security of their health-state being monitored permanently.
Therefore I see the self-explanatory, fundamental requirements of a Mobile
Care System as follows:
Safety
Naturally, the safety, i.e. the patient’s health is the major issue. The
system must not at any point of time risk threats to the health state of
the monitored person. The system must not make wrong decisions that
may endanger the patient’s health ( “pessimistic” or over-sensitive way of
operation): in uncertain situations, the system MUST set off an alarm in
every case, even if it is a false alarm (“false positive”). Every alarm that
is set off by the system has to be treated as a possible emergency and
medical staff has to examine the situation. A rather simple monitoring of
physiological input data which sets off an alarm when specific threshold
values are exceeded would not work in this case: either false alarms
would be raised permanently (which would make the system in-applicable)
or real emergency situations would not be recognised and the life of the
patient would be threatened (which would question the system at all).
The aim is to transfer the powerful, high-quality and complex Artificial
Intelligence based monitoring algorithms from the residential Intensive
Care Units to Mobile Care Systems.
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Adaptability
It is a very important requirement of Mobile Care Systems to produce
as few false alarms (false-positives) as possible but to never ignore a
real case of emergency (false-negative). The complex and very powerful
AI-based algorithms of the Intensive Care Unit have to be applicable for
Mobile Care Systems as well, even though in an adapted, restricted,
limited form. Another important requirement within this area is the
adaptability of the monitoring algorithms to each individual patient -
only this adaptation to each individual can guarantee high quality health
state monitoring (as also investigated by Longstaff, Reddy and Estrin[134]).
Every human has an individual physiological constitution, therefore physiological
data (pulse, heart rate, blood sugar, etc.) also has to be interpreted
individually. While the Mobile Care System is working, it has to be able
to adapt itself to each individual patient (“online machine learning”).
Mobility
Of course, mobility is another self-explanatory requirement for Mobile
Care Systems. They ought to be:
• portable, non-stationary:
the system must not be restricted to a fixed location, it has to be
portable and allow the patient to move freely, also outdoors; the
system must not depend on a (permanently) wired power supply or
network connection.
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• easy, wearable:
the system has to be small, lightweight and as easily wearable as
a piece of cloth (e.g. like a belt or a watch) to ensure permanent
health-state monitoring with only minimally constricted freedom of
movement
Autonomy
This type of health care system has also to be applicable for elderly people
and patients with mental diseases, e.g. suffering from dementia. It
cannot be assumed or required that patients perform technical maintenance
operations or adjustments to the system by themselves - for instance
recharging batteries on a daily basis as it is required for modern smartphones.
Every required manual intervention of the system, requires medical or
technical staff on-site, i.e. visiting the patient where he/she currently
resides. This results in major efforts and costs. It is clear that in order to
be cost effective the Mobile Care System has to work as autonomously as
possible without requiring manual intervention by the patients themselves.
The time range of a complete autonomous runtime of the system has to be
extended to a maximum possible - a very important point is the duration
of the discharge-recharge-cycle of the battery. I.e. reach maximum, completely
autonomous work periods of the system.
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2.4.2 Limitations of Mobile Systems
Mobile Care Systems have inherent technical restrictions caused by their
mobility that are contradictory to their medical aims and requirements.
These opposites have to be dealt with.
No Cable Connections (Electricity, Network)
A non-stationary, mobile system must not depend on cable connections.
Neither for transfer of data, nor for a permanent cable-based power supply.
Nowadays, wireless transfer of data can be treated as non-stationary
by using mobile phones and their GSM or UMTS based networks [27,
188, 82, 77, 176]. Many mobile devices, not only phones, have integrated
GPRS/UMTS ([27, 77, 188]) modems for wireless data transfer. Another
technical achievement as shown in smartphones can be seen in their
powerful, high-capacity batteries. They allow a relatively long autonomous
runtime of the Mobile Care System without a recharge being required.
Nevertheless the requirement of no-cable connections remains one of the
major restrictions of a Mobile Care System: how powerful and persevering
the mobile resources may be - it has always to be assumed that at some
point in time the resource (network, battery) will not be available (any
more). Through this assumption the resources should be used in an
extremely careful and economic way. It does not really matter how often
the in-availability of one of those resources happens, the simple fact that
it has to be assumed that it will happen at some time is cause for all the
restrictions - the count does not matter (which means: even if the battery
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power is doubled, tripled or even more, it has to be assumed that the
battery will run out of power sometime, so we have to save battery power
to achieve the goal of maximum autonomous runtime of the system).
Lightweight, Small
A lightweight and portable system requires a very compact design, in the
ideal case the system should be wearable on the wrist like a watch or
on the belt like a mobile phone or a pager. The patient should not even
notice he’s wearing it and it must not restrict his freedom of movement.
This emphasises and reinforces the restrictions mentioned above that
are inherent with mobile wireless devices - the power supply cannot be
guaranteed by simply putting a very large battery into the device, because
this would destroy the portability and wearability of the system.
Limited Data
A further restriction of Mobile Care Systems is caused by the fact that
mobile peripheral systems have only limited access to data for means
of analysis. Because of the compact design and the economic operating
mode it is impossible to load or synchronise larger amounts of data directly
onto the device, or accessing the data via long-lasting online network
connections. Centralised patient monitoring systems - for instance systems
within the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) - have the advantage that they have
online access to anonymised statistical databases in order to qualify the
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current situation well. This option does not really exist for mobile patient
monitoring systems because of their limited resources.
2.4.3 Summary of the State of the Art
A good overview of state of the art of improved health care by systems
consisting of mobile devices and sensors is provided by Darrell West in
[219]. Further, Pawar et. al present a framework for the comparison
of Mobile Care Systems in [166]. Depending on the specific focus of
investigation, there are different ways of performing categorisations of
existing systems. In my personal opinion, a very simple but meaningful
way is to divide them into 2 classes representing their mobility and their
abilities:
• high mobility, but simple (I call them “semi-intelligent” systems)
and
• complex, but with limited mobility (I call them “semi-mobile” systems)
The common problems of all Mobile Care Systems are the conflicting aims
they inherently have because mobility always comes with restrictions
(limited resources of portable devices). To find the optimal balance between
these conflicting aims is very hard, as every patient is an individual with
individual characteristics. Existing Mobile Care Systems lay the focus on
either one of the conflicting aims and hence, neglect the other.
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The first category, wearable and very simple systems, come in most cases
in form of only a small, wearable alarm-button or very simple monitoring
systems. There are also automatic patient monitoring and detection systems
available but they only have a rather narrow focus on very specific events
if interest (e.g. automatic fall detection or patient location tracking). In
many cases these devices are equipped with a long-lifetime battery and
are practically maintenance-free, but they miss complex sensor hardware
and sophisticated monitoring algorithms. In many cases they are only
equipped with a single physiological sensor, requiring the patient, or
other people present, to manually activate the alarm button in case of
emergency. Examples of these kinds of systems are:
• Tunstall Telecare and Assisted Living, Tunstall UK,
http://www.tunstall.co.uk/ [1] (last accessed May 5th, 2014)
• Medvivo Telecare and Telehealth, Medvivo UK
http://www.medvivo.com/ [2] (last accessed May 5th, 2014)
• A simple falling recognition scheme using mobile devices presented
by Kim et al in [115]
• FATE - automatic people fall detection service [37]
• Fall detection systems: Principles and approaches as presented by
Mubashir, Shao and Seed in [149]
• A location-aware algorithm for dementia care as presented by Vuong
et al in [210]
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• A cellphone based home care system presented by Figueredo and
Dias in [65]
• A Mobile Computing based Fall Detection System as presented by
He et al in [80]
• A mobile telephone-based self-care system for asthma control (interactive,
not autonomous) by Liu et al as presented in [131]
The second class, complex with limited mobility systems, lay their focus
on complex and high quality monitoring of the patients, but take into
account the trade-off of limited freedom of movement of the patient. The
term “limited mobility” in my opinion also includes systems that basically
are mobile systems but provide only limited autonomous runtime, e.g.
smartphone based patient monitoring systems. These types of systems
consist of several physiological sensors and complex Artificial Intelligence
based algorithms to monitor the health state, for instance:
• A Cellular phone and bluetooth based blood-pressure and pulse monitor
system by Lee et al [179]
• Mobile Care System for home healthcare presented by Lee et al in
[126]
• Body Sensor Network (BSN) or Body Area Network (BAN) based
systems as investigated in[132, 133, 180, 121, 119, 40]
• Ozdera et al perform investigation of the smartphone in medicine
as presented in [157]
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• Lee et al present the development of a mobile phone based e-Health
monitoring application in [123]
• Karan et al show diagnosing diabetes using Neural Networks on
mobile devices [94]
• The Qualcomm 3G Mobile Health Project [3]
http://www.qualcomm.com/media/releases/2011/09/07/
qualcomm-and-life-care-networks-launch-3g-mobile-health-project-help
(last accessed May 5th, 2014)
• Istepanian, Philip, Wang and Laxminarayan try to give future prospects
on m-health systems as influenced by 4G and emerging mobile systems
in [89]
• A mobile system for aerobic activitiy monitoring presented by Reiss
et al in [177]
• iCare mobile health monitoring and assisted living system for elderly
presented by Lv et al in [136]
• Bodhe, Sawant and Kazi propose a mobile health care system using
Android OS and cheap smart phones in [31]
The major drawback of these kind of systems is that they either depend
on a fixed installed base station located in the patient’s home that has to
be in reach, or the battery capacity is simply too weak for the required
period of autonomous operation as described above (they require recharging
of the batteries at least once a day or more often).
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I have found that in most cases the words “battery” or “energy” are not
even mentioned in above documents presenting these modern Mobile
Care Systems. To me, this indicates the focus of these kinds of systems:
they are using modern technologies, state of the art hardware and complex
classification algorithms but the objective of maximum autonomous runtime
without having to recharge the mobile device on a regular basis is neglected.
This is why I call these kinds of systems “semi-mobile”: limited runtime
through drained battery power also limits the mobility of the system as a
whole.
Annotation: In related work, there is an additional category of systems
mentioned as Mobile Care System: Systems that are using mobile phones
(or similar) technology to receive physiological signals and send these
signals in real-time to other devices e.g. for remote real-time monitoring
of patients ([181, 136]). As called by Lee et al in [125], these kinds
of Mobile Care Systems are using the mobile devices as “physiological
signal extraction devices”. I have dismissed this kind of systems in the
categorisation I have performed above, they do not fit in either the first
nor the second category. These kinds of systems clearly belong to the
group of Tele-Medicine, but from my point of view they are rather some
kind of “remote sensor” based patient care than real Mobile Care Systems.
2.5 Summary
To reduce costs of public health and residential care systems and to increase
the living standards and health outcomes for patients, non-residential
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care systems are becoming more and more popular. The most modern and
ambitious approach comprise so-called Mobile Care Systems: they have
the aim of avoiding any requirements and restrictions for the patients to
stay at specific places or remain in specific zones. Mobile Care Systems
do not even require the patients to stay in their homes, they aim to allow
a nearly normal everyday life. By using modern mobile technologies,
the monitoring of the patients’ health state is mobile and wearable and
accompanies the patients wherever they go. This allows the patients
to actively participate in the community and have social contacts. This
freedom of movement for the patients is a unique characteristic of Mobile
Care Systems, which also bears its inherent problems: limited resources
- mainly the dependency on battery power.
Highest Directive: Assure Safety Of The Patient
The highest priority of a Mobile Care System is to guarantee the safety
of the patient at any point in time. Simple, static monitoring algorithms
are not applicable, because they would produce far too many false alarms
(which would make the system obsolete because every false alarm has
to be checked by medical staff on-site) or real cases of emergency would
not be recognised by the monitoring algorithm and the life of the patient
would be at high risk. A monitoring algorithm is required which is able to
permanently adapt itself to the individual characteristics of each monitored
patient based on its experience and so enhances the quality of classification
over time.
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Achilles Heel: Power Supply
From my point of view, the power supply is the “Achilles Heel” of Mobile
Care Systems. Through development and progress of the mobile phone
and embedded computing technology, mobile processors are becoming
more and more powerful - the mobile processing and analysis of complex,
large datasets does not cause a major problem nowadays (just take the
processing power of modern smartphones into account). There are already
existing systems taking all these advantages into account, providing complex
services as for instance the iCare system prestend by Lv et al [136].
I believe that the real problem though, is the energy consumption and
power management of mobile systems (as also mentioned in [178]). Modern
smartphones with their powerful processors are equipped with high-capacity
batteries, nevertheless, they require recharging daily. This is unacceptable
for a Mobile Care System that has to run autonomously over a long period
of time (ideally weeks or months).
A very resource-saving, economic mode of operation is a very important
requirement for Mobile Care Systems - but this automatically oppones
the requirement to never risk the safety of the patient at any point in
time. A technical challenge of Mobile Care Systems is to find the optimal
balance between those two co-existing and somewhat conflicting aims.
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2.6 Conclusion
The technical challenge of Mobile Care Systems is that the two major
aims are diametrically opposed:
• to protect the patient’s health, a complex, high-qualitative and adaptive
monitoring system has to be used (which is very resource-intensive)
• to reach long autonomous runtime, a simple and economic mode of
operation has to be applied (which impedes the above)
Because of this antagonism it is impossible to fully address both aims - a
Mobile Care System always has to find and assure the optimal balance.
Currently available systems lay the focus on either one aim and neglect
the other one; there is no system available that tries to address both aims
and find this optimal - or at least a better - balance.
2.7 Next Steps
The field of Mobile Care Systems has been described and discussed. Their
advantages, weaknesses, the problems and the related issues are shown.
The major objectives of this research are generally formulated as well.
Next, research work has to be conducted and approaches for possible
solutions of the presented issues have to be investigated. The further
procedure of this research is identified in the following steps:
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1. Find out the state of the art and what others are doing in related
fields
First, the investigation of the field of embedded and energy aware
computing is presented as this was my first idea of how the issues
of mobile care could be solved. After that, the results of a state of
the art review on computer based patient monitoring systems and
AI based approaches is presented. With the outcome of both fields
of research which are the key components of Mobile Care Systems,
a general overview of the topic and addressing the research aims is
possible.
2. Construct a solution addressing the research aims and formulate
a hypothesis based on the findings and conclusions of literature
review.
A draft has to be made that has the potential to address the previously
identified research aims. A hypothesis has to be stated which is the
basis on which the solution draft is built upon.
3. Implement a working prototype
The hypothesis has to be tested by implementing a working prototype
of the solution draft which is able to deliver measurable results
(that can be compared). An alternative classical or state-of-the art
approach that delivers the same measures has to be built, so that
the state of the art and the novel approach can be compared with
their resulting measurements.
4. Test the hypothesis
Numerous simulation runs have to be performed and the resulting
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data is to be collected into a database. Then, benchmarks and comparisons
against classical approach measures can be statistically analysed






AVery important topic and major research area for the successfulimplementation of Mobile Care Systems is: resource and energy
efficient computing. As mentioned above, health- and patient monitoring
systems have their origin in the Intensive Care Unit. There, limited
computational resources or even battery powered systems are not an
issue at all. Performant classification of alarms and assurance of safety
of the patient is the highest directive, for instance alarm specificity and
fatigue is a major issue [49, 73, 195, 32, 88]. Hence, current highly
sophisticated AI and ML based patient monitoring systems and algorithms
for the Intensive Care Units have other issues to deal with and do not
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really consider these issues [207].
The research subject ”energy aware computing” originally comes from the
embedded systems area and investigates economical and energy efficient
computing on restricted embedded or portable systems in a broader context
(independent from a specific use case or application context). Energy-
and resource-consumption characteristics of algorithms are investigated,
evaluated and optimised.
The aim of the investigation shown in this chapter is to evaluate issues
of energy aware computing topics and find out potential approaches that
could be applied in the context of Mobile Care Systems and their issues.
The following sections give an overview of the relevant parts of the much
larger field of research in energy aware computing (relevant from my
point of view in the context of Mobile Care Systems): general issues for
the application of AI and ML based algorithms on restricted hardware
are shown, possible ways to enhance and optimise the energy-efficiency of
these algorithms are evaluated, further the important part of local versus
remote processing is investigated (i.e.: could this be a key-enabler to
address the research aims of this thesis?). Finally, a concluding discussion
summarises the findings of this investigation and points out the relevant
outcomes.
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3.2 Local vs. Remote Processing
3.2.1 Introduction
There are ongoing research efforts in energy aware/pervasive computing
issues. Some of the researchers are also investigating the question of
saving energy by migrating tasks to a powerful remote device. They
mainly try to build hardware and application-independent frameworks
that should be utilized by mobile device software developers (e.g. software
for laptops, PDAs). These frameworks build their decision taking process
(local or remote processing) mainly based upon monitoring of execution
characteristics, analysis of those data and building up new/adapted rules
for future executions (see [66, 182, 185, 184, 120]). This run-time overhead
is caused by neglecting the application itself that will make use of the
framework.
As the resources are very limited on a remote monitoring device and
there is no need to install 3rd party applications, I would suggest another
approach in this case: as the monitoring algorithm is chosen at the design
stage of the product and there are no dynamic software updates on the
monitor device after being deployed/delivered, a pre-production analysis
of execution characteristics can be performed- application of analysis frameworks
during runtime that try to determine the characteristics of the to-be-optimised
software seems not applicable in the context of Mobile Care Systems
to me. Certainly the results my proposed pre-production or at system
design-stage analysis depend on hardware and its application, but neither
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the hardware nor the software are the target of major changes after the
product has been introduced into the market (i.e. product design changes
require new analysis of execution characteristics). Based on this data
the local vs. remote processing decision taking parameters can be tuned
and fixed installed at the production-series of remote monitoring devices.
This results in reduced efforts (processing costs, memory, battery) for the
monitor device in production use. In the following sections the important
aspects that have to be considered when designing a Mobile Care System
are presented.
3.2.2 Basic Rules for Local vs. Remote Processing
Considering the question of local vs. remote processing only from a energy-related
point of view, a rule can be derived very easily. Basically, the energy
consumed on the restricted (local) device should be minimized. We have
to calculate energy required for local (Elocal)and remote (Eremote) processing,
the minimal value tells us where the processing should take place. Martin
et al based their findings on a very simple basic formula in [139]:
Elocal = (Psystemon + Pcardsleep) ∗ Tsystem
Eremote = (Psystemon + Pcardon) ∗ Ttrans
where Psystemon is the power of the device when processing, Pcardsleep is the
power of the device when communication is in sleep mode (not transmitting),
Tsystem is the time required to complete the processing locally and Pcardon is
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the power of the device when communication is active (transmitting, both
directions: sending and receiving), Ttrans is the time required to complete
the job remotely.
Clearly, the above expressions neglect some of the circumstances of the
distributed environment, such as network latency, a faster remote device
(different local/remote processing times), network conditions, etc. In a
subsequent investigation these issues have been integrated into the equations
(I will skip writing down each of the single steps here), as a result Martin
et al found out that the computation_time divided by dataset_size (Tc/Sd)
ratio is a good indicator for deciding between local or remote processing:
A general derived rule says that candidates for remote processing have
small transmission size and long computation time, candidates for local
processing have long transmission size and short computation time ([139]).
3.2.3 Further Energy Related Issues
Using the basic equations of [139] as a starting point, we can develop our
mathematical model (which has a different focus than related research
as described above):
Elocal = Plocal ∗ Tsystem
Eremote = Esend + Ewait + Ereceive
As sensor data for processing has to be made available in both cases, the
energy consumption for gathering sensor data is neglected.
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When the algorithm on the monitor node decides to transfer processing to
a remote back-end server, the energy consumption equation stated above
is not exactly correct: to be accurate, it lacks a constant which tells the
energy required to adapt the Artificial Intelligence (AI) after results from
the back-end node have been received (i.e. if the monitor has triggered a
false alarm, its AI algorithm has to perform a learning step – sometimes
this can require lots of processing). More exactly, the equation for remote
processing energy consumption would be:
EremoteComplete = Esend + Ewait + Ereceive + EprocessResults
But as EprocessResults strongly depends on the AI approach used and is
expected to have an overall small fraction of the complete energy consumption,
I will neglect it for now.
Power consumption of local processing has to be split up into:
Plocal = PprocActive + PcommIdle
Further, we can assume that the energy required for sending data to a
remote server and receiving the results, which are:
Esend = Psend ∗ Tsend
and
Ereceive = Preceive ∗ Trecv
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require the same (average) power consumption for tx/rx. We continue
with one variable for communication related energy only: Ecommunication =
PcommActive ∗ Ttranswhereas Ttrans is Tsend + Trecv.
Unlike related research we do not transfer a well-isolated processing
task to the remote server (i.e. there is no static data like a file, etc.,
which has to be synchronized) – in our case – if the system decides to
perform remote analysis of the sensor input, data has to be streamed
all the time while the connection is open. I.e. we have no clear “send
-> process -> receive” flow. In contrast to related research we cannot
process the energy required to complete the task (as other projects are
investigating well-defined tasks like compiling a programme, formatting
a latex document, etc.) – we only can focus on the energy required to
process sensor input within a limited duration of time (there is no actual
ending of the task “monitor the patient”). So, our formulas will be transformed
to:
Elocal = (PprocActive + PcommIdle) ∗ Tsystem
and
Eremote = (PprocIdle + PcommActive) ∗ Ttrans + (PprocIdle + PcommIdle) ∗ Twait
Whereas Tsystem is the time required to process a single input vector locally,
Ttrans is the time required for communication with the back-end system
(send and receive) and Twait is the time the monitor device has to wait
while the back-end system processes the data. When Ttrans = S/r as S is
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the amount of data to be transmitted and r is the transfer rate, we can
transform the equation for remote processing to
Eremote =
(PprocIdle + PcommActive) ∗ S
r
+ (PprocIdle + PcommIdle) ∗ Twait
Investigations of current hardware (like the wavecomm wismo quik series)
have shown, that modern GPRS/UMTS modems ([27, 188, 82, 77]) can be
turned off when not used ([13]), so we can assume that power consumption
of idle communication is zero:
PcommIdle := 0
so
Eremote = Twait ∗ PprocIdle + (PprocIdle + PcommActive) ∗ S
r
Dynamic Sampling Frequency and Degree of Abnormality:
I would propose a system architecture for building an energy efficient
mobile monitoring system to include the technique of “dynamic sampling
frequency”. Think of the monitor node: its task is to watch an object
of interest (i.e. the patient) and identify whether there are exceptional
circumstances or not. If not, everything is ok – which means: save energy,
work less. If exceptional circumstances are identified (i.e. an emergency,
an alarm), the monitor system has to react.
So, the events of interest are the emergencies, not the normal situations.
While the monitor is working, most of the time there will be no emergency
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– and the monitor has to minimize energy consumption within these
periods of time. Dynamic sampling addresses this issue: when there is
a normal situation, it is not necessary to read and process sensor data
very often (“often” depends on the specific application). Talking about
monitoring a person’s health, it can be assumed that in the “normal
state”, reading and processing sensor data at least once or twice a minute
should be sufficient (this is just to have an order of magnitude and my
personal assumption). Apart from an emergency, where it is necessary
to analyse detailed information about the characteristics and gradient of
the input data, it may be required to read sensor data up to multiple
times a second.
What is needed is a technique to adjust the dynamic sampling frequency
(Fs) in relation to the estimation of the classifier, I call it:
“degree of abnormality” D:
As described above, we do not really care if everything is normal. The
farther away the situation gets from normal, the more detailed the information
about the environment and the circumstances need to be. So if everything
is absolutely normal (say: D=0), sampling frequency and local processing
is reduced to an absolute minimum. On the other hand, if we have an
absolutely abnormal (=emergency) situation (D=1), we need maximum
information from the inputs, send alarm data to a back-end system and
do not really care about energy consumption. With D we have a tool
to influence the dynamic sampling frequency and support the decision
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taking process of the monitoring AI whether it should raise an alarm or
not:
• depending on the value of D, we increase Fs (the sampling frequency)
• if D exceeds a threshold valueDt, the monitor opens up the communication
line to the back-end system, raises an alarm and performs remote
processing of input data
Introducing the threshold value for remote processing has two advantages:
first, we can define a degree of emergency (which is D) where the monitored
patient is in a state of danger at which we definitely want to have an
alarm triggered, i.e. we have no boolean alarm logic (alarm / no alarm), so
we can achieve a “fuzzy” alarm decision by utilizing D as a fuzzy indicator
for the alarm.
The second advantage is that the remote node starts receiving sensor
input at an earlier stage of the alarm (or even before a true alarm is
upcoming). This allows a better analysis of the development of sensor
data over a longer period of time on the more powerful (and more intelligent)
remote node.
How the sampling frequency is influenced by D depends on the application
design and the environment that is being monitored. An example could
be:
Fs = Fb ∗ (2− 1
(1 +D)2
)
Where Fb is the “base frequency”, used in normal state: D = 0 → Fs =
Fb ∗ 1 = Fb. Using the equation would increase the frequency up to 1,75
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times Fb.
Integration of Data Abstraction and Feature Selection:
Data Abstraction and Feature Selection are methods of reducing processing
cost on the restricted mobile monitor device [57, 204]. Clearly, they also
blur the input in a certain way. To allow exact analysis of the sensor data
in the case of an alarm, feature selection and data abstraction should
not be used when data is being streamed to the remote back-end node.
It should be incumbent on the remote algorithm itself how the data is
pre-processed, the monitor node should transfer the measurements 1:1.
Therefore feature selection and data abstraction only affect the energy
requirements for local processing.
Elocal = Eprepare + Eprocess
Here “prepare” means feature selection and data abstraction and “process”
means the classification algorithm itself (the AI).
Elocal = Tprepare∗PprocActive+Tprocess∗PprocActive = (Tprepare+Tprocess)∗PprocActive
Now we have to take the sampling frequency into account. Increased
sampling frequency produces a greater series of input values for a specific
period of time, as the classifier on the monitoring node already receives
a single input value representing a time-series (the “feature”), increasing
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the sampling frequency increases the efforts for data abstraction and
feature selection:
Tprepare = Tabstraction + TfeatureSelection = Fs ∗ c ∗ Tprepare
Regardless of which technique is more influenced by the sampling frequency
(it makes a difference if abstraction is performed before feature selection
or the other way round), I have introduced the influencing coefficient “c”
which is a constant value that describes the way data abstraction and
feature selection are influenced by the sampling frequency.
Elocal = (Fs ∗ c ∗ Tprepare + Tprocess) ∗ PprocActive
Representing Processing Time:
All the above equations strongly depend on time-based values like transfer-time
and processing time. The required time to transfer data is already expressed
by the throughput, data size divided by bandwidth rate r. As I do not
want to rely on a specific hardware platform at this stage of analysis
and processing times can only be exact values when being measured
on concrete hardware, I’ll express the time required for processing as
follows:
Tprocess =
complexity/size of the algorithm




Where σ is an abstract value representing the complexity of the algorithm
(e.g. number of processor instructions, etc) and vpthe performance variable
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of the hardware platform (e.g. MIPS rate, etc).
Including this representation into our equations for local and remote
processing efforts we get:
Eremote = Twait ∗ PprocIdle + (PprocIdle + PcommActive) ∗ S
r
Twait = remote processing time =
σremote
vpRemote
→ Eremote = (σremote ∗ PprocIdle)
vpRemote
+




(Fs ∗ c ∗ σprepare + σprocess)
vpLocal
∗ PprocActive
Integration of Data Compression during Remote Processing:
We must not forget to integrate cost of data compression for remote processing
equations:
Ecompress = Tcompress ∗ PprocActive = σcompress ∗ PprocActive
vpLocal
As, similar to data abstraction and feature selection in local processing
mode, data compression depends on the amount of input data, we have to
take into account the dynamic sampling frequency:
Ecompress =
Fs ∗ d ∗ σcompress ∗ PprocActive
vpLocal
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→ Eremote = Ecompress + (σremote ∗ PprocIdle)
vpRemote
+
(PprocIdle + PcommActive) ∗ S
r
Eremote =






(PprocIdle + PcommActive) ∗ S
r
Application of data compression somehow reduces the amount of data to




As the compression rate itself depends on the data being compressed, this
is a variable: s (derived of “shrink”):
Eremote =






(PprocIdle + PcommActive) ∗ s ∗ S
r
3.2.4 Decision of Mobile Processor
Which component should be integrated on the mobile monitor device?
Use a slow but energy efficient or a fast but energy consuming processor?
The equations modelled above provide an easy way to decide:
• use a slow but power-saving processor
• or use a power-consuming but very fast processor
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on the restricted mobile device. The fast but power-consuming processor
consumes less energy than the slow processor if:
Efast < Eslow =
PfastProc ∗ (Fs ∗ c ∗ σprepare + σprocess)
vfastProc
<
PslowProc ∗ (Fs ∗ c ∗ σprepare + σprocess)
vslowProc
→ PfastProc ∗ (Fs ∗ c ∗ σprepare + σprocess) ∗ vslowProc <
PslowProc ∗ (Fs ∗ c ∗ σprepare + σprocess) ∗ vfastProc
→ PfastProc ∗ vslowProc < PslowProc ∗ vfastProc = PfastProc ∗ vslowProc
PslowProc
< vfastProc
Then we can define the speed of the fast platform in terms of speed of the
slow platform:




< x ∗ vslowProc
→ x > PfastProc
PslowProc
This can be interpreted as follows: the speed of the fast processor has to
be higher than the proportion of its power consumption divided through
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the power consumption of the slow processor to perform better with less
energy consumption.
An Example:
• Slow processor: average power cons of 50mA, performance variable
of 5
• Medium processor: average power cons of 85mA, performance variable
is 8
• Fast processor: average power cons of 120mA, performance variable
is 17
Comparing the slow and the medium processor:
x = 8/5 = 1, 6
power consumption ratio is
85/50 = 1, 7
→ x = 1, 6 > 85
50
= 1, 7→ 1, 6 > 1, 7
which is false, 1,6 is not greater than 1,7 –> in this case the slow processor
would be more energy efficient.







= 3, 4 > 2, 4
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which is true. In this case, the fast processor would be more energy
efficient even if it consumes 2 times more energy than a slow processor.
3.2.5 Rules For Remote Processing
Considering only energy relevant issues will maximise battery runtime
but will not result in qualitative classification results and a practical
application of the system. Certainly issues other than a maximum reaction
time (Tmax) of the application, specifity and sensivity of the system (similar
to requirements in the ICU, e.g. [49, 73, 195, 32, 88]) etc. have to be
considered. Thinking of a remote monitoring application and the major
aim of this project stated in the introductory part of this document, what
are the reasons why the remote device should raise an alarm and delegate
control to the back-end node? My initial (and from my point of view
self-evident) ideas are:
• if more energy is required for local processing than for remote processing
• if more time is required for local processing than for allowed maximum
processing time and remote processing time (time for transmission
and waiting)
• and most important: if the “degree of abnormality” is greater than
a defined threshold value (i.e. if an alarm is identified / a case of
emergency is found)
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3.2.6 Communication / Data Transmission
If the remote monitor identifies an abnormal situation, the GSM/GPRS
line has to be opened up and sensor data is streamed in real-time to the
back-end server to allow detailed and more sophisticated analysis. It
has to be considered if data compression of the streamed real time data
is applicable - power consumption of the mobile device while streaming
the data must be minimized, i.e. as long as the bandwidth capacities
are sufficient, no compression should be used to avoid additional energy
consumption through calculating the compression algorithm (at least this
also produces slight delays of the real time data sent).
Maximum transfer rates for remote devices represent basic conditions for
the amount of data being processed at maximum. The available maximum
rates strongly depend on the wireless transmission technology that is
chosen. The required bandwith on the other hand depends on the specific
patient monitoring application, i.e. which physiological sensors are available
and what is the dataset width? The more physiological sensors used,
the higher the required bandwidth for transmission of the data to the
backend will be.
I would suggest to always use the slowest technology available, but one
that provides enough bandwidth to be able to transfer the full dataset
width to the backend. I think it can be expected that it will also be the
most cost-efficient and stable one, e.g. compare ([27, 188, 82, 77, 176]):
• GSM->GPRS
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• GSM->EDGE
• UMTS->HSDPA(+)
• new technologies/standards (4G->LTE)
3.3 Increasing Energy Efficiency
3.3.1 Existing/Related Research
There is ongoing research within the field of mobile/pervasive computing
which aims at saving energy and balancing the processing of mobile devices.
The main targets of these efforts differ slightly from the requirements
of a mobile monitoring system: existing research only focuses on energy
saving, therefore processor intensive tasks are delivered to a remote server
to save battery power (as described in [139] for instance) – in our case this
is not possible:
The transfer of processor intensive tasks to an additional device to save
battery power for the processing of this data only is applicable, if the
transfer of the input data and the results to and back from the remote
system requires less energy than the local processing of the data itself.
In the case of patient monitoring, the input data is not a single snapshot
of a situation that has to be processed, measurements are arriving from
sensors continuously, i.e. we have infinite time series data. It would be
required to open up a data connection and permanently stream all the
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input data to the remote device for processing, which would cost more
energy than anything else.
Hence, the local vs. remote processing model for Mobile Care Systems
is much more complex and cannot be described in a static set of rules.
The main objective is to work as efficiently as possible, i.e. the Mobile
Care System should use Artificial Intelligence methods to decide when a
connection to the remote system has to be opened and should learn from
its own incorrect decisions (i.e. reduce false alarms).
3.3.2 Data Compression
Data Compression for Local Processing
Based on outcomes in [204], data can be compressed without loss of effectiveness.
This could be a key point for reducing processing costs on the mobile node
(if compression is less costly than analysis) and also the amount of data
that has to be transferred in case of transfer to a back-end system is
reduced. The main question is: are the costs for local data compression
lower than the costs saved by compression?
Data Compression for Remote Processing
While the monitoring device is in remote processing mode, all input data
has to be transferred as quickly as possible to the back-end device. For
time-critical monitoring applications like health-monitoring it would not
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be feasible to wait until a useful amount of data for compression has been
collected, data has to be transferred as soon as new data arrives. The
proposed solution to achieve both goals – send gathered input data in real
time and perform compressed transmission of this data – I would suggest
a simple algorithm (somehow related to “Run Length Encoding”, RLE
[172, 18, 35] ): for every series of input values (a series represents data
from a single sensor): transmit all contents of the input data pool when
switching to remote node (empty all buffers). After this, only transfer
changed values for input series – if the monitored series does not change,
do not transmit anything to allow the receiving machine to check whether
the connection is working, send a “heartbeat” event at X-time intervals.
This method displays minimal transmission sizes by allowing real-time
processing also on the server machine. It is clear that this approach
only works when the monitored data does not have any “random jumps”.
There should not be any “random jumps” when a person’s health is being
monitored (pulse does not jump from 70 to 10 to 25 to 90 to 20 ....). How
the integration of fluctuation limits (i.e. ignore minor changes of input
values) affects the overall performance of the system has to be checked.
This method has been successfully applied to the MECoS system prototype
as presented later in this document (see 5).
3.3.3 Data Abstraction
Another method to reduce efforts of the mobile classifier and increase
energy efficiency is to introduce data abstraction [186, 47, 206, 17]. Russ
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suggests the application of data abstraction methods to reduce computational
costs for analysing/monitoring time-series data. He calls it transform
DATA to STATE and STATE to STATUS as presented in [186].
3.3.4 Dynamic Sampling
As the remote health monitor only has to perform checks if everything is
“normal” in regular intervals, the sensor sampling frequency should be
reduced in idle mode/normal state to minimize power consumption. As
the classifier of the monitoring device detects an abnormal situation, the
sampling frequency has to be increased to get more detailed information
about the state of the monitored object/patient. In the ideal case the
sampling frequency is increased depending on the degree of “danger”
the classifier identifies. Data compression and data abstraction can be
defined and programmed by the system architect / the programmer independently
of the classifier used, dynamic sampling frequency models also depend on
the abilities of the classifiers. For instance this is not really applicable for
boolean classifiers which would just turn sensor data sampling on or off.
The sampling frequency has to be adaptive to the degree of alarm the
classifier identifies. Dynamic Sampling has already been presented in
section3.2.3.
3.3.5 Energy Scavenging
Recent research brings up a very interesting way of tackling the problem
of limited energy on mobile/embedded monitoring systems: energy is
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“scavenged” from the environment of the monitoring device. Lo and Yang
mention work on vibration, temperature difference, electromagnetic field,
light- and infra-red radiation-based energy generation in [132]. Further
research on energy scavenging for instance is presented by Paradiso and
Starner [164], Shenck and Paradiso [193], Chang et al [39], Jean-Mistral,
Basrour and Chaillout [91] or Andia Vera et al [22].
3.3.6 Remote Processing
Another strategy to increase the energy efficiency of mobile algorithms is
to delegate the job to a remote device that can perform the computations
with less effort. This only makes sense if the efforts to transfer the input
data, to wait for the processing results and to receive the results on the
mobile device are below the efforts of local processing. A more detailed
discussion is presented in the following chapter.
3.4 Machine Learning on Battery-Powered
Systems
3.4.1 Introduction
Due to limited processing resources, a computationally efficient learning
and classification algorithm has to be implemented on a restricted mobile
device. As stated in [144], machine learning can be seen as the search for
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the correct target function within a large hypothesis space. In the context
of monitoring a person’s health there is a huge range of hypotheses, the
search with available resources on a mobile device would take too long.
It is clear that more sophisticated approaches have to be investigated to
solve this problem. Additionally, the restricted energy resources have to
be considered [170]. Even though mobile care has to look for a “simple”
learning environment on the restricted mobile device, the decisions that
have to be taken are essential: if the mobile node falsely decides to have
a dangerous situation and opens up the costly GPRS/UMTS line [38, 208,
64, 4], battery power is consumed without reason. If the mobile node
decides to wait before triggering an emergency alarm, the patient’s health
could reach a dangerous condition – in the worst case the patient could
die. So: a too pessimistic algorithm will exhaust the energy resources
(and reduce applicability of the system), a too optimistic approach threatens
the patient’s health. Another point that has to be considered is the way
common learning algorithms acquire their knowledge: in most cases through
exhaustive training experience. Learning algorithms improve according
to the increasing number of training datasets they observe. Monitoring a
patient’s health does not always allow learning from training assumptions,
a person’s life depends on the system that correctly classifies his/her state
of health. The learning algorithm can be “trained” by a set of pre-defined
medical rules being representative of a broader population, but these
rules cannot be transferred to each patient without being adapted. Every
person is different, has a different lifestyle and a different physiological
condition. The algorithm has to learn about a person’s specific lifestyle
and conditions to identify his or her health situation correctly.
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So which are the specifics of restricted (i.e. embedded, mobile) machine
learning compared to other machine learning systems (standalone, multi-agent
systems, etc)? In my opinion the key characteristics can simply be derived
by the adjectives “mobile” and “embedded”, which can also be interpreted
as: small, robust, portable, battery-powered and with the important need
for a long run-time of the battery and minimal need for maintenance.
3.4.2 Power Consumers
Which components/subsystems on the mobile monitoring device consume
power and how much? Investigations show that the major power consuming
entities on mobile devices are wireless communication/GSM, processing/CPU
and graphics/display, as presented for instance by Carroll and Heiser in
[38] or Perrucci et al in [170]. Within the context of Mobile Care Systems
there are three relevant major power consumers:
• Communication (the GSM/GPRS modem): setting up a connection,
tx/rx data, idle or off mode
• Processing (CPU, memory) idle, working
• Sensors (or communication with sensors via Bluetooth, ZigBee) idle,
reading data
The main power consumers are Communication and Processing and have
to be reduced as much as possible to avoid unnecessary consumption of
the battery. Communication with sensors can be seen as being regardless
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of the used AI based classification algoritm, as all of them have to be
fed with the same sensor data (for better classification results, all of
them need as much and high qualitative sensor data as available). Of
course energy consumption for reading sensor data should be reduced to a
required minimum, e.g. by applying the idea of dynamic sensor sampling
as described above (see 3.2.3).
3.4.3 Power Consumption Values
Power consumption characteristics of components of the restricted mobile
monitoring device of course have an important impact on the overall
battery usage and runtime of the system. Modern wireless communication
devices offer different power modes, such as “idle” or “off” modes in which
power consumption is 0 or only minimal (<10mA)[26, 54]. Some devices
also provide a combined, so-called “wireless CPU” instead of a separate
CPU and GSM/GPRS modem. Wireless CPU is a GSM/GRPS modem and
a powerful CPU in one component ([12, 13, 14, 15]).
For instance, exemplary power consumption numbers of some GSM/GPRS
modems show these different power consumption modes and nearly zero
power consumption in idle modes:
• Advanced Wireless Planet GPRS Module (tri-band GSM) Power consumption
(http://www.gsm-modem.de/gprs-module.html, last accessed on 26.02.2014):
G Idle mode: <3.5 mA,
G speech mode: 250 mA (average)
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• GPS Vehicle Tracking System with GSM Modem Power consumption
(http://www.ravirajtech.com/vehicle_tracking_system_india.html, last
accessed on 26.02.2014):
G GPS Power down, GSM Power ON: 100 mA
G GPS Power down, GSM standby: 5mA
• WISMO Quik Q2686 wireless cpu ([15])
G power off: 25 microA (minimal power for clock needed)
G GSM/GPRS 1800/1900 averages 150-240mA for active communication
G 2.3mA in idle mode
• WISMO Quik Q2406, Q2426 wireless cpu ([14, 13])
G power off: 5-10 microA (minimal power for clock needed)
G GSM/GPRS 1800/1900 averages 150-235mA for active communication
G 2-6.5 mA in idle mode
Power consumption of wireless communication with physiological sensors
(for instance via Bluetooth or ZigBee [137, 124]) is a constant factor regardless
of the software algorithm that is chosen to perform the patient monitoring.
Nevertheless, it is part of the global power consumption problem of mobile
patient monitoring systems and of course the lower the power consumption
that can be achieved, the more the overall system runtime will increase.
Similar to GSM/GPRS modems, the short-range wireless communication
components consume 0 or only a few micro-Amps in idle mode. When
data is transmitted, about 10mA can be assumed [54, 124].
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Other important characteristics in power consumption of GSM/GPRS/UMTS
modems are the power consumption values in idle and/or active mode,
and the fact that all wireless datalinks produce peaks of power consumption
when the wireless link is initially opened up and/or data is sent (so-called
“bursts” are sent out to the network which is extremely energy consuming).
This means that transferring more data over a link that has been opened
once is more efficient than transferring less data but with 2 separately
required connection instances [26, 54]. As the power consumption values
for active data links, idle data links and the opening up of a link strongly
vary depending on the specific hardware product, a hardware-independent
way to express the efforts for communication has to be found.
Data Transmission Power vs. Data Processing Power
As the above numbers clearly show, data transmission is much more
costly than local data processing: GSM modems consume about 200mA
on average, embedded processors like the wavecom 24xx family “wireless
CPUs” consume avg. 9mA for the processor. We can follow that data
transmission is about 20 times more power exhaustive than local data
processing – if the execution time is not considered. The question of
interest for an application optimising local vs. remote processing would
be:
• How long does it take to process the data locally (local power consumption
* processing time) and how long would transmission of data and
reception of the remotely calculated results take (local gsm modem
consumption * communication time)?
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This question provides the base for a more detailed analysis of “local vs.
remote” processing optimisation. This question is more relevant if there
are specific packages of data that have to be processed. In the context
of Mobile Care we have ongoing time series data (of the physiological
sensors) that have to be processed, i.e. the data “package” is neverending.
The question in this specific case is not a classical “should this data
package be processed locally or remotely” problem. As data transmission
is always more energy exhaustive than local processing on mobile devices
([38, 170, 26]) the question is: how can the number and duration of
active data connections to the backend systems be reduced to a required
minimum?
As the Mobile Care System has to open the wireless data connection to
the backend system in cases of emergency only - and if it is a true case
of emergency the draining of energy is not relevant - we have to avoid
false positive alarms of the Mobile Care systems (i.e. reduce situations
where the mobile classifier makes incorrect decisions). This can only be
achieved if the patient monitoring system perfectly fits to each individual
patient to better know if a situation is a real case of emergency or not.
Individual adaptation of the Mobile Care System during runtime is a key
feature for achieving maximum autonomous runtime.
3.4.4 Conflicting aims of the restricted device
Why can a simple classifier not be used on the mobile device to reduce
energy consumption (e.g. fixed rule sets, if-then-else rules, decision matrix,
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etc.)?
Apart from the previously mentioned characteristics and already proposed
system requirements and architectures – what is the main target of a
general monitoring system on a restricted (mobile or embedded) device?
The main target of monitoring systems on restricted devices is to reach a
maximum autonomous system-run time by providing minimal tolerance
against missed alarms. In a nutshell - reach both minimal energy consumption
and maximum alarm-hit rate.
Thinking further, maximizing the alarm-hit rate also implies maximizing
(or at least increasing) data transmission to a back-end system (as every
alarm has to be sent somewhere): Maximizing alarm hit rate means that
the system must not miss any alarm, in case of doubt an alarm has to be
triggered for safety. In order to avoid missing of a single true alarm, the
system has to take increased false alarms into account. This results in
increased data transmission which, as a consequence, clearly constructs
a conflict: Data transmission is the most energy intensive activity of
wireless devices, maximizing alarm hit rate causes increasing energy
consumption.
What can be done to attain both goals? Basically, reducing energy consumption
of the restricted device can be achieved by reducing the workload: reducing
data processing costs and reducing data transmission/communication costs.
Data processing cost can be reduced by screwing down the complexity
of the classifier, this seems to be a suitable solution only at first sight:
the simpler the classifier is, the more false-alarms are generated. This is
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caused by the pessimistic approach of the classifier, the algorithm has to
trigger an alarm – even if it is unsure: better set-off a false alarm than
ignore or miss a true alarm. More false alarms result in more unneeded
transmissions, so using a too simple classifier is counterproductive on
the other hand. Additionally, the classifier has to adapt its behaviour
to the individual patient who is being monitored, so even if the classifier
triggers false alarms in the beginning, it has to learn and adapt its future
decisions to increase efficiency to a possible maximum. Fixed installed
rule sets are not applicable in my opinion. In fact, it seems to be a
good solution to use the most intelligent classifier possible: even if this
produces increased processing cost, the more intelligent classifier should
reduce false alarms by its better classification performance.
To sum up, we can formulate the following rules for the restricted device:
Use the most efficient and most performant classifier (to reduce
false alarms as much as possible), which results in fewer unneeded
transmissions of false alarms, introduce dynamic sampling frequency
of sensor data to minimize energy consumption in idle mode (which
works better the better the classifier works) and transfer very processor
intensive computational tasks to a remote system if this is more
economical than local processing.
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3.5 Summary
A very important issue for Mobile Care Systems is energy efficient operation.
Following research results originally coming from the embedded systems
context, the goal is to deliver an economically and resource saving mobile
system - aiming to run with minimal battery consumption.
A major problem derives from the specific context of mobile care: the
main objectives of mobile computing systems on the one hand and the
main objectives of health-monitoring systems on the other hand are diametrically
opposed to each other:
Mobile systems have the objective of working as simply and efficiently as
possible - caused by their very compact, light construction and the battery
powered system. This means that in the best case, mobile systems run
very simple, low computational intensive algorithms which require only
minimal (or even no) wireless communication with back-end systems.
Patient or Health-Monitoring systems have the objective of never threatening
the health and safety of the monitored person, therefore they work in a
very sophisticated, complex and pessimistic manner. This high quality of
the classification algorithms and pessimistic mode of operation ensures
that no single critical situation is misinterpreted or missed. As a consequence,
these kinds of systems require busy communication with an emergency
control centre or back-end system on a regular basis and they run very
computationally challenging algorithms. This results in health-monitoring
systems being inherently complex and power consuming.
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These contradictory aims have to be put into an optimal balance - a very
difficult challenge for the design of a Mobile Care System.
As the complex AI based algorithms for a high quality patient monitoring
system cannot be simply removed or replaced, the energy-efficiency of
these algorithms has to be enhanced. There are many ideas to achieve
this goal. Firstly I would sugguest by increasing energy of local data
processing (e.g. by compression, data abstraction, etc.). A further approach
is to optimise the energy consumption by finding the optimal balance
between local and remote data processing. Data processing should take
place either on the mobile device locally or remotely on a powerful back-end
computer system - depending on the least resulting energy consumption
on the monitoring device itself.
Throughout this investigation, no generally accepted rules or results have
been found which can be applied to all mobile systems. The problem is
caused by the high complexity and the many parameters and unknown
variables of the global resulting system. For the context of a Mobile Care
System I would suggest the general aim can be formulated as:
Use the most efficient and most performant classifier (to reduce false
alarms as much as possible), which results in fewer unneeded transmissions
of false alarms, introduce dynamic sampling frequency of sensor data to
minimize energy consumption in idle mode (which works better the better
the classifier works) and transfer very processor intensive computational






C OMPUTER based patient monitoring systems have their origins inthe Intensive Care Unit (ICU) (for instance see [49, 73, 195, 32,
88]). Their basic idea is to permanently monitor patients in critical,
life-threatening situations 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, automatically,
to ensure their safety. These systems should be able to identify critical
situations and cases of emergency and alarm medical staff immediately.
Well-proven and enhanced there, these automated monitoring technologies
are being applied to more and more other areas, also to Telecare and
Mobile Care. The basic principle of all these kinds of systems is the same:
physiological and environmental measurements are gathered by a set of
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sensors. Computer algorithms of different kinds process and evaluate
the gathered information. Originally, these algorithms were based on
monitoring a small set of parameters and their threshold values and
they had only limited classification abilities. Meanwhile there are highly
sophisticated and complex Artificial Intelligence (AI) based algorithms
which are able to even predict upcoming critical situations before they
occur (so-called time series prediction algorithms [217, 168, 163, 235]).
The great advantage of systems within the ICU context is that they are
firmly installed, fully controlled systems. They are very cost- and maintenance-intensive
- a small number of these systems is centrally provided for a large number
of patients [90, 78, 148]. In the context of Mobile Care these conditions
are completely different: an independent, personally assigned system is
required for each patient. The Mobile Care System has to work wirelessly
(i.e. battery powered) and as it allows freedom to the monitored person
its operation is hard to determine (see also description of Mobile Care
Systems in chapter 2). In order to be affordable and stay economic, Mobile
Care Systems have to provide a comparably low “per patient” cost factor
(the initial costs plus a very low maintenance effort).
The aim of modern Mobile Care Systems is to apply the proven automated
monitoring technologies from the ICU context in an adapted and optimised
way for mobile use to achieve the goals depicted above.
The corner pillar for a Mobile Care System is the complex but very economically
and low resource consuming monitoring algorithm. Every human being is
different and every monitored patient has his/her individual physiological
constitution and personal habits. This makes it impossible to feed a
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mobile patient monitoring system with pre-defined rules or pre-trained
algorithms which are the same for all patients. This would lead to a
massive number of wrong alarms. As every alarm that is raised by the
monitoring system has to be handled, the state of the patient has to be
checked by medical staff, which is rather expensive. Hence, too many
false alarms not only waste the battery power of the mobile device, they
also make a Mobile Care System uneconomical on the one hand and also
risk the life of the patient on the other hand, which is not acceptable at
all. From my point of view an important feature of every Mobile Care
System has to be, that it perfectly adapts itself to each individual patient
during its daily operation and optimises its own rule base (based on a
common set of pre-defined basic adjustments).
In the following chapter the characteristics of computer based patient
monitoring systems are presented and their applicability for the Mobile
Care context is investigated. Finally the resulting issues and potential
solutions based on the outcome of this investigation are presented.
4.1.1 Common Characteristics of Patient Monitoring
Systems
The main focus of a patient monitoring system is to determine whether
the patient is situated in a “normal” context or if there is a critical situation,
e.g. an emergency. In the best case, the system is able to even predict
upcoming cases of emergency even before they actually happen (data
classification and time series prediction [217, 168, 163, 235]). Being human,
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every patient is individual and, depending on physiological parameters
like age, weight, gender, shape, etc., has a varied definition of the term
“normal” for him or her. To be able to identify critical situations and raise
an alarm the health monitor has to process several inputs of physiological
and environmental data and process them in relation to the current activity
of the patient (also mentioned as “context-awareness” in literature [143,
209, 62, 240]). It should be clear that physiological parameters identifying
an emergency while the patient is sitting or sleeping do not automatically
identify an emergency while the patient is running or carrying something
very heavy upstairs.
Depending on the computational power of the monitoring device and the
availability and applicability of sensors, as much input data as possible
is required to perform high qualitative monitoring tasks. It strongly
depends on the specific case it is used in and the focus of the monitoring
system, which and how many sensors are required, for instance the most
common are: fall sensors, pulse rate, heart frequency, breath frequency,
sweat level, skin temperature, blood sugar and blood oxygen level (e.g.
compare presented systems in section 2.4.3). Common to sensor data
processing in general, which computer algorithms are most suitable for
performing the computational tasks of the system at the highest quality,
depends on the application context and focus of the monitoring system.
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4.1.2 Gathering Sensor Data
Information has to be gathered by many different sensors which are collecting
physiological and/or environmental data. Of course, the sensors have to
be attached to or worn by the patient. Hence, it is required that they
do not narrow the patient’s mobility or only restrict it as minimally as
possible. The best case would be that the patient does not even notice
the equipment (see also section 4.1.2) [132, 133, 180, 225, 24, 199, 122].
The kind of sensors also strongly depend on the information that has to
be collected. One issue of processing sensor data is very common and
independent of the application context: noise in sensor data.
Noisy Data
Noise is inherently coupled with processing data that is measured via
sensors, it arises because sensors themselves represent a source of error
while collecting the data and it has to be assumed that missing or erroneous
measurements are read ([237]). As an example, noise arises from not
optimally attached body sensors (bad contact, no contact) or negative
environmental impacts (distortion signals, magnetic fields, etc.). It is
very difficult and nearly impossible to reliably identify wrong measurements
or interpolate missing ones. Computer algorithms processing this kind of
data simply have to be able to deal with noise.
At first sight it seems that noise in sensor data seems to be a large
problem in the context of patient monitoring systems. Noise in sensor
data really can be a major problem for some applications relying on exact
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sensor data, at least if there is only a very low number of sensors that
deliver the data and a few measurements that the system relies on. In
this case the impact of the noise is very high. Using a higher number of
sensors and increasing the number of measurements helps: although it
is very hard to completely avoid or filter noise, its impact on the results
can be reduced to a level where it is not relevant any more: The impact of
noisy data can be reduced by integrating multiple sensor signals at once
([237]). Integration of numerous sensors, abstracting them, reducing
impact of noise and forming a single view on the measured situation is
an active field of research and also called sensor data fusion. The Mobile
Care System PROGNOSIS presented by Pantelopoulos and Bourbakis
[162] takes advantage of physiological data fusion. For instance see also
[113, 21].
Additionally, in my personal opinion, in the context of Mobile Care it can
be assumed that - to some extent - the noise in sensor data is related
to the monitored individual and has the characteristic of an additional
source of information for the classifying algorithm: a sensor delivers
noisy data because of the physiological attributes of the patient, a patient
(or his/her nurse) always attaches a sensor in the same sub-optimal way,
the patient stays in places with disturbing environmental influences, and
so on).
Integration of multiple different sensor signals reduces the proportion of
the noise related error within the whole input to the system. As Mobile
Care Systems generally focus on monitoring as many physiological sensors
as possible anyway, noise in sensor data seems not to be a major issue for
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Mobile Care Systems from my point of view. The experiments presented
later in this document are performed with an input dataset width of 10,
i.e. 10 input values from assumed sensors are used which is already a
rather high number.
Feature Selection
The input for the classification algorithm has to represent a trend over a
period of time - processing only the last measurement of a sensor would
produce an isolated result, being representative for a single moment of
time only. Classifying sequential data has to be a view of the development
of the values and trends (what was and what will be). The extraction of
a value representing a time-series of data is called "feature selection",
multiple features for multiple types of inputs are referred to as "feature
vectors" ([158, 75, 144, 30, 25]). Feature selection means calculating a
value representing a time-series of input values rather than using every
single measured input value, for example calculate the average, the median
or the mean of a series of input values and use the result as the input for
the classifier.
There are various methods for tackling sequential data (how to derive/extract
features from a sequence of measurements), always the best-suited approach
for the specific case has to be chosen. Examples are:
• sliding window
• recurring sliding window
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• Markow models and related (see [57] )
Smart Clothing and Integrated Sensors
There is ongoing research work on so called “smart clothes”. Smart clothes
are made with special fabrics and equipped with built-in sensors and
they are capable of measuring vital values e.g. blood sugar rate. It
has to be mentioned that smart clothes worn by humans definitely do
not make Mobile Care Systems obsolete, as one might think. In fact the
intelligent, smart clothes are acting as a datasource just like sensors for
the patient monitoring system as suggested. The only difference is that
sensor data is not delivered by - for instance a belt worn device - but
rather has to be collected by the monitoring device from built-in sensors
and additional external sensors – i.e. smart clothes, watches, belts, etc.
The interconnection and communication of those objects clearly opens an
additional field of research. “Body area network” is an adequate keyword
for this issue but this is clearly out of scope for this research (availability
of sensor data for the classifier is treated as given, regardless of the
source).
For further information on smart clothing and body area networks see for
example: [132, 133, 180, 225, 24, 199, 122]
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4.1.3 Classification of Physiological Data
Types of Classification Algorithms
In Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning, there are two kinds of
data classification [144]: One relates to classifying elements drawn from
a population, the other one to classifying sequences of data:
• iid = independently, identically drawn (from a population)
versus
• sequential data (time series)
In the case of computer based patient monitoring, it is clearly sequential
data classification. Therefore classifiers have to perform so-called “time
series analysis” and/or “sequence classification” tasks [57].
Performance Metrics for Classifiers
For an evaluation of different approaches, the definition of performance
metrics for the classifiers is required in order to be able to perform comparisons
and benchmarks. Based on Zhang ([237]) and Perlich, Provost and Simonoff
([169]) well-established can be:
• sensitivity:
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G [204]: measures the number of correct model-labelled event
cases out of the total number of actual event cases
G [237] measures the percentage of actual alarm-class instances
that are correctly classified by the model
• specifity:
G [204]: measures the number of correct model-labeled non-event
cases out of the total number of actual non-event cases
G [237] measures the percentage of actual no-alarm class instances
that are correctly classified by the model
• positive predicted value PPV:
G [204]: Positive predictive value is calculated by the number
of correct model-labelled events, divided by the number of all
model-labeled events (correct and incorrect).
G [237] measures the percentage of true positives of all the instances
that are classified by the model as in the alarm-class. It is one
minus the false positive rate.
• accuracy:
G [204]: Accuracy is calculated by the number of correct model-labelled
sets of derived values (event or non-event) divided by the total
number of sets of derived values evaluated
G [237] measures the percentage of correctly classified instances
by the model over all instances
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G [169] the number of correct predictions on the test data divided
by the number of test data instances.
• receiver operating characteristic ROC:
G [204]: “The ROC curve is a plot of sensitivity versus one minus
specifcity. Because sensitivity and specifcity can be inversely
varied by altering the threshold at which to categorize a case
as one class or the other, the area under the ROC curve more
effectively describes a models discriminatory ability.”
G [169]: “Classification accuracy obviously is not an appropriate
evaluation criterion for all classification tasks (Provost, Fawcett,
and Kohavi, 1998). For this work we also want to evaluate and
compare different methods with respect to their estimates of
class probabilities. One alternative to classification accuracy is
to use ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) analysis (Swets,
1988), which compares visually the classifiers performance across
the entire range of probabilities. For a given binary classifier
that produces a score indicating likelihood of class membership,
its ROC curve depicts all possible trade-offs between true-positive
rate (TP) and false-positive rate (FP). Specifically, any classification
threshold on the score will classify correctly an expected percentage
of truly positive cases as being positive (TP) and will classify
incorrectly an expected percentage of negative examples as being
positive (FP). The ROC curve plots the observed TP versus FP
for all possible classification thresholds. Provost and Fawcett
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(Provost and Fawcett, 1997, 2001) describe how precise, objective
comparisons can be made with ROC analysis.”
• area under ROC curve AUR:
G [169]: “Another metric for comparing classifiers across a wide
range of conditions is the area under the ROC curve (AUR)
(Bradley, 1997); AUR measures the quality of an estimator’s
classification performance, averaged across all possible probability
thresholds. The AUR is equivalent to the Wilcoxon statistics
(Hanley and McNeil, 1982), and is also essentially equivalent
to the Gini coefficient (Hand, 1997). Therefore, for this work we
report the AUR when comparing class probability estimation.
It is important to note that AUR judges the relative quality of
the entire probability-based ranking. It may be the case that
for a particular threshold (e.g., the top 10 cases) a model with
a lower AUR in fact is desirable.”
Alarm Classes
If the monitoring algorithms identify critical situations, they trigger an
alarm. Alarms triggered by the health monitor can be categorised as
adapted from [237] and [204]:
• TP-R: true positive, relevant
• TP-I: true positive, irrelevant
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• FP: false positive (erroneous)
• or NO alarm (normal) state
The monitoring algorithm itself is not able to decide whether a triggered
alarm is clinically relevant or not, neither it is able to distinguish between
true positive and false positive alarms. For simplicity, the monitoring
algorithm has to identify if the patient is in alarm or no-alarm state.
Finer classification and interpretation of the alarms has to be performed
by subsequent systems (e.g. at the emergency central the alarm is sent
to) and/or human external examiners (for instance medical staff).
Annotation: Another alarm class that represents a special case are “FN:
false negative” alarms. A false negative alarm occurs if a certain case of
emergency happens that is NOT detected by the health monitor. As the
health monitor is not triggering an alarm in this case, FN is not contained
in the above list. Certainly, FN is a critical alarm class as its occurrence
has to be avoided under all circumstances - a FN could risk a patient life.
Non-Availability of Training Data
Tsien found that the training of classifiers results in more robust algorithms
when training data contain more of the events of interest [204]. This
means that - in the best case - the classifier is being trained while several
real events of emergencies occur. The problem is that this research focuses
on other kinds of events than Tsien’s did, in fact it will be difficult to train
the classifier with real-world data while the patient is actually having
an emergency like a heart attack (...). Tsien’s research focused on the
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intensive care unit, where events occur on a regular time-basis. Another
difference is that Tsien’s investigations mainly focused on pre-trained
classifiers which are deployed to a production system where no further
learning takes place (no incremental algorithm), therefore the quality of
the training has much more weight than in this research case: as the
Mobile Care System has to adapt itself to the monitored individual “on
the job”, it is required to apply an incrementally learning classifier which
is able to increase its performance over time (the longer it runs the better
the results will be). From this point of view it should be acceptable to
disregard the quality of training data (at least to some extent) in this
case.
Simulation Database: To allow efficient investigation and comparison
of different machine learning approaches and classifiers a simulation
database containing (virtual) physiological data of patients is needed.
For instance the UCI Repository ([5]) provides a set of databases that
are used by the machine learning community for the empirical analysis
of machine learning algorithms.
4.1.4 Requirements within the Mobile Care Context
There are numerous approaches to artificial intelligence and machine
learning, from well-established ones to rather new and experimental kinds.
Most of them have been designed for a very specific field of application or
case of use. As we need to identify the optimal approach for addressing
the problems of Mobile Care Systems, it is necessary to define the most
important fundamental requirements to the monitoring system. I define
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them as:
• it must be applicable for the task of monitoring sequential data and
take decisions based on the situation (trigger an alarm or not)
• it must deliver good results although available "training data" is
rare (as explained above)
• real-time adaptation (online learning) based on the specific individual
and environment is needed ("learn on the job"); after an adaptation
phase the system has to perfectly suit “its patient”
• data processing should only require minimal computational resources
as it has to work on a limited, portable or embedded device
• minimal use of hardware resources, especially battery (memory, storage,
energy) is required
The fact that there are not enough computational resources (memory,
persistent storage, processor, battery, ...) on the mobile device generates
one major additional requirement which also represents a main research
objective of Mobile Care Systems: The system has to work in a distributed
way within an unbalanced distributed environment, connected by a wireless
(GPRS/UMTS) data line. It has to optimise its distributed decision taking
process to compensate for the shortcomings of a restricted, mobile device
(and so achieves maximum autonomous runtime without requiring any
user interaction, e.g. recharge of the battery).
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4.1.5 Individual Adaptation
Physiological classifiers clearly have to take the patient’s current “context”
into account, physiological activities like sitting, sleeping, walking, eating,
running, etc. are important criteria for sensor data interpretation. Additionally,
even though physiological measurements in a patient’s “idle state” (no
activity) will be varying from person to person, the classifier has to learn
the “normal” state in relation to the activities (the context) of the patient.
This is a clear indicator that “static” classification and monitoring systems
will not succeed in the context of mobile care. A relatively young field of
research, so called “online learning algorithms” or “incremental learners”
(as described later in this chapter, see section 4.2) should help to solve
this problem.
4.1.6 AI based Monitoring
There are various kinds of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
systems, each one with its individual strengths, limitations and intended
fields of application. A presentation of popular approaches can be found
in [144, 145, 154, 228, 217, 81, 223]for instance. There are algorithms for
speech recognition, image processing, data mining, autonomous vehicle
driving systems and many more. It is necessary to identify the ones that
can act as a best possible foundation for application within the mobile
care context. As presented later in this thesis (see chapter 4), there
are mainly two Artificial Intelligence approaches which seem to deliver
best performance on sequential data classification: Decision Trees (DTs)
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and Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) - and modern derived approaches
changing or enhancing these concepts, e.g. [229, 228, 197, 187, 127,
107, 60, 51, 42, 223]. As the unbalanced distributed environment within
mobile care provides completely different conditions for the monitoring
system [202], whether existing monitoring approaches such as ANNs
or DTs concepts should be used or if other approaches for the adaptive
monitoring algorithm are required needs to be investigated.
Many different approaches for machine learning algorithms have been
developed within the last years. It is to be expected that many of them are
not applicable to monitoring a person’s health from the start, and many
others are. This research sustains recent publications on health-monitoring
related research and will refer to the most promising approaches. Some of
them are well known in computer science: Decision Trees (DT), Artificial
Neural Networks (ANN), Support Vector Machines (SVM), Genetic Algorithms
and Genetic Programming (GA, GP), Artificial Immune Systems (AIS),
Multi-Objective Systems, Evolving Systems and more. The applicability
of the classifiers for monitoring a patient’s health state has to be investigated,
the classifier has to be able to adapt itself to the individual patient.
Monitoring a person’s “health” is a very general term for detecting an
abnormal physiological state. Which abnormal patterns are of interest,
e.g. regarding the risk type a patient belongs to, has to be defined.











The research within the Mobile Care context addresses the problem of
distributed monitoring and decision taking. The monitoring part clearly
is a problem of diagnosis while the distributed decision taking part falls
in the control (and optimisation) category. Hence, AI approaches addressing
diagnosis and control problems seem to be the most suitable candidates
for this research.
4.2 Static vs. Incremental Systems
The advantage of incremental or so-called online learning algorithms is
that they do not require intensive pre-deployment training as Artificial
Neural Networks or Decision-Tree based systems (and all derived hybrid
systems) do. They are adaptive and capable of learning “on the job”.
They are often called “incrementally learning” or “evolving” systems [110,
85, 130, 128, 106, 227, 229, 228, 42, 118]. As already mentioned, in
my opinion an online learning system is a fundamental requirement for
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patient monitoring systems in the Mobile Care context because adequate
pre-deployment training is simply impossible (no training data of each
individual patient is available).
Online-Learning systems should not be mixed up with so-called “real
time” systems: even though online-learning systems are defined as learning
and adapting in real time, they may have slight latencies compared to
real time systems whose key feature is to provide answers in guaranteed
response times - whatever happens. These are highly deterministic systems,
required for instance in the intensive care unit (ICU) context: needed for
guaranteed real-time reactions. As investigated by [150], in telecare and
mobile care where patients are not ICU’ed, so-called “coincidental real
time” is sufficient.
Global vs. Local Optimizing Learners
In recent years, many researchers and developers have been using neuro-fuzzy
controllers in their projects because they provide working solutions for
problems that could not be solved by traditional, "static" (fixed programmed
behaviour, non-autonomous) algorithms. Although neuro-fuzzy controllers
have become more and more popular for AI tasks recently, several problems
came up when being applied to real-world tasks such as the lack of online
adaptation, real-time learning, life-long learning and performance problems.
Kasabov mentions several investigations in [109, 108] that proved most
popular NN (neural network) models like multi-layer perceptrons trained
with backpropagation, radial basis functions, self organizing maps, fuzzy
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neural network models being not suitable for adaptive on-line learning.
Most of the state-of-the-art AI approaches are offline learners and only
suitable for offline, multi-pass learning. The learning algorithm of those
approaches is also called "globally optimized learning". Globally optimizing
learners attempt to minimize the output error (this is the difference between
the outcome of the system and the expected outcome) by taking all presented
training examples into account. This means that the longer these systems
are trained the better are the results that are achieved. Processing each
single training data set is very time-consuming as the system has to
take all presented datasets into account when a new one arrives. Some
systems even require multi-pass learning (i.e. multiple iterations over
the training data set). A common problem of such systems is "overfitting"
(see also [144] for a good explanation of overfitting), i.e. it learns the data
used for training and does not generalise well.
The opposite of globally optimizing learners are "locally optimizing learners"[221,
144]. In contrast to the above, locally optimising learners do not try
to re-consider all previously seen training datasets when a new one is
presented. As the name indicates, they do not try to reduce the learning
error globally over all training data sets but they perform a "clustering" of
all data sets presented and then optimize the learning error per cluster on
a local basis. These algorithms are computationally much more efficient
and therefore applicable to online/real-time learning. They also avoid the
problem of overfitting [144].
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4.3 An overview of well known approaches
and their applicability
Many AI based systems exist, each of them with its own targeted field of
application. The following sections provide a list of well-known systems
that represent fundamental approaches to AI. The list represents the
most interesting approaches related to this research in my personal opinion.
For most of them, modern enhanced and/or hybrid variants exist. Of
course possible fields of application of all of these approaches in a medical
context may be found in literature, as it is a very broad field with lots
of use-cases and problem domains. The well-known AI based systems
are investigated with concise focus on mobile patient monitoring, which
is a very specific use case with specific requirements to the monitoring
algorithm. Some of the approaches are presented for completeness and
not investigated in deeper detail, as their fundamental characteristics
show very clearly that they are not applicable within this research context,
others that seem to be more promising have been investigated in more
detail.
4.3.1 Rule Based Expert Systems
The Rule Based Expert System is one of the first systems to have been
developed within the field of artificial intelligence [144]. Its aim is to
imitate an expert’s "rule of thumb" decisions by processing a large (static)
rule base. Once rule based expert systems are equipped with their rules,
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they are very static and do not have the ability to learn [151]. These
kinds of systems is just listed for the sake of completeness, clearly not
applicable in the case of a Mobile Care System.
4.3.2 Bayesian Learning
Bayesian Learning, as presented in [144], is a more probabilistic approach
to machine learning. It is computationally expensive and requires initial
information about probabilities. An example for bayesian learning is the
"Naive Bayes Classifier".
• a more complex, probabilistic approach
• computes the most probable hypotheses (MAP, maximum a posteriori)
• has significant computational cost
• requires prior/initial knowledge of many probabilities
• good example in [144], p157
As we do not know anything about initial probabilities in this project and
we strictly have to avoid high computational cost, bayesian approaches
seem to be inadequate for our research.
4.3.3 Instance Based Learning
Instance based concepts learn by simply storing all data sets presented
in a large database. When a new instance arrives, the system reasons by
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processing all previous instances. An example for instance based learning
is the "k-nearest neighbour" algorithm [144].
• does not try to estimate a target function at once,
• classifies instances just when they "arrive" (a lazy approach)
• simply stores presented instances in a large database
• long classification time (nearly all computation takes place when
instance arrives)
• therefore inapplicable for real-time learning on a restricted device
As we neither have enough persistent storage to store all datasets on
the mobile device, nor enough computational power to perform real-time
analysis of all datasets stored in the database, this approach is inadequate
for our problem.
4.3.4 Fuzzy Systems
Fuzzy logic transforms computing from the strict boolean logic which we
are used to into a more "human-like" way of thinking: computing with
words (also called " soft computing"). Fuzzy logic has its strength in
dealing with vagueness and impreciseness (for example think of words
like "hot","tall","fast", etc... ) and therefore is the optimal solution for
incorporating human (expert) knowledge into information systems. Fuzzy
systems deliver good results in situations where complexity is high and
traditional boolean-valued algorithmic solutions are impossible [20],[151].
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• handles imprecision, complexity and vagueness
• enables computers to act in a more human-like-way (computing with
words)
• fuzzy rules capture (vague) human knowledge -> allows good mapping
of inprecise and complex problem domains
• once the rule base is defined, it is static
Fuzzy systems seem to be a promising approach to addressing the complex
and inprecise problematic of optimizing the distributed decision taking
process. As training data (e.g. medical data of the individual patient)
is scarce, pre-defining fuzzy rules - as they are represented by words
- is much more eligible than training an Artificial Neural Network or
a Decision Tree with only the little amount of training data available
[see below]. A major drawback of (pure) fuzzy systems is that the fuzzy
rule-base is static which inhibits automatic real-time adaptation of the
system - which is a major requirement in our case. Hybrid approaches
(neuro-fuzzy systems, evolving fuzzy systems) overcome this problem:
Adaptive Fuzzy Systems
Standard fuzzy logic systems are static. Once the rule base is created
it does not adjust itself any more [20]. Literature mainly mentions two
approaches to achieving real-time learning / adaptive fuzzy controllers:
by combining ANNs and Fuzzy Controllers and/or combining genetic approaches
(GA, GP) with fuzzy logic (e.g.[43], [198]). In fact this approach perfectly
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addresses changing, imprecise and complex real-world tasks: fuzzy logic
perfectly deals with the impreciseness and complexity of the problem
domain, the neural network bears the learning / adaptation to a changing
environment and genetic approaches mainly deal with optimization tasks
of non-linear problem domains. As [151] states, the so-called sugeno
style inference is widely accepted for adaptive controller problems, in
particular for dynamic nonlinear systems.
Pure (static) Fuzzy Systems seem not to be applicable in the context
of Mobile Care Sytems to me because of their lack of adaptation to the
individual patient during runtime (learning on the job). Adaptive Fuzzy
Systems could overcome this problem, they achieve learning capabilities
by combining fuzzy logic with (for instance) ANN’s or DT’s. I would
question if a hybrid fuzzy/ANN or fuzzy/DT classifier really is required
for a Mobile Care System to achieve the research aims as stated in this
thesis. As a first step investigation of classical Machine Learning systems
(like ANNs, DTs and similar) without combination with a fuzzy controller
seems to be a reasonable approach to me. To test whether the classification
results could be even better by integrating a hybrid fuzzy controller with
the Machine Learning approach that was selected (ANN, DT or whatever)
could be an interesting follow-up research.
4.3.5 Decision Trees (DTs)
Decision Trees represent their knowledge very similarly to rule based
expert systems such as IF-THEN rules. In contrast to the static systems
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mentioned above, decision trees build their rule base by training examples
- i.e. they have the ability to learn. Initially, DTs are not incremental
learners, i.e. training takes place before deployment into a production
environment. In the normal case the rule base does not change any more,
once it is running in a production environment. Incremental extensions
exist. Examples are the ID3 and C4.5 algorithms [144].
• very popular in many applications
• robust against noisy and incomplete data sets
• good for classification of discrete name-value pairs
• target function has discrete output values
• learns by examining the whole known set of training data statistically,
not incrementally
• danger of "overfitting" (emended by "pruning" for instance)
• incremental versions of DT learning have been developed
As the investigation has shown, decision trees perform very well in classifying
sequential data for complex monitoring tasks (if they have been trained
extensively), also in the medical context as for instance presented in
[175, 236, 44, 177]. Although incremental derivates exist, decision trees
are not designed for real-time adaptation and require a representative set
of training data to achieve good results. The non-incremental types are
clearly not applicable to this research project. Incremental approaches
could be - computational applicability, real-time behaviour are questions
that would have to be answered.
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C4.5 Algorithm based Systems
C4.5 algorithm based systems (presented by Quinlan[174]) are based on
a decision tree classification algorithm, i.e. basically they inherit their
fundamental characteristics as described above. There are also variants
of multi-class aware C4.5 based algorithms available, as for instance
described in [171]. C4.5 based algorithms are very popular and used in
very different fields of application in data classifcation and prediction,
e.g. [238, 211, 56, 191].
4.3.6 Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs)
Artificial Neural Networks have been modelled referring to the human
brain. They consist of layers of virtual neurons interconnected by "synapses".
Knowledge within ANNs is represented by weight values weighting the
connections between neurons (the synapses). ANNs learn by adjusting
these weight values. Like decision trees, ANNs require intensive training
before they can deliver good results in production environments. ANNs
enjoy similar popularity to decision trees and are used for many kinds of
applications, for instance face recognition, autonomous vehicle driving,
etc. ANNs are well suited for nonlinear, complex problem domains without
initial knowledge about the problem domain. A drawback is that knowledge
within ANNs (the weigth values) have no meaning to human experts and
therefore ANNs work rather like a black-box system. The most popular
algorithm for ANN learning is the BACKPROPAGATION algorithm [144,
151].
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• popular for learning to interpret complex input (sensor) data (but
rather to classify it e.g. face recognition than working as a controller)
• robust against noisy input data
• good for real-valued name/value pairs
• requires longer training time than DT
• short evaluation times
• various kinds of learning rules are available, eg:
G perceptrons: problematic when instances are not linearly separable
G delta rule: "gradient descent" finds a hypothesis with a (local)
minimum error ([144] p. 89ff) regardless of linear separability
• multilayer networks represent a rich variety of "decision surfaces"
• recurrent networks apply to time series data; do not generalize reliably
• over-fitting is an important issue
• unsuited to an environment that requires real time adaptation and
has only limited sample data [20]
Artificial Neural Networks seem to be one of the most suitable approaches
for this research: intelligent monitoring research showed that ANNs deliver
very good results in monitoring of sequential data [57, 85, 130, 68]. For
me, the fact that evaluation times are short (less computational cost)
additionally increases the weight of ANNs in this case. Although this
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indicates that ANNs are ideal for smart monitoring, they have several
drawbacks that are not unproblematic within our unbalanced distributed
environment: even though they adapt themselves more quickly than genetic
algorithms (regarding to [58]), ANNs require very long training time
(computational) and lots of training datasets - both things are scarce in
the case of mobile care (it is not realistic to train the monitor with data
from a “real” patient extensively, the algorithm has to be trained with
common data before and should deliver good results as soon as deployed
to the patient). As Ammerlaan and Write state [20], ANNs are not the
ideal case for environments with little training data and a requirement
for real-time adaptation.
Because they are well-suited for classification and prediction, ANNs are
very popular in the context of medical systems [203, 94, 68, 169, 163, 235].
4.3.7 SVMs - Support Vector Machines
Support vector machines learn a concept by trying to maximally separate
positive and negative training data instances by a minimum set of data
points - the so called "support vectors". These support vectors implicitly
define a hyperplane separating the two data sets (positive instances and
negative instances); once the SVM is trained, new data sets can be classified
just by the stored support vectors [135, 167]. SVMs are used for many
classification applications, e.g. classification of text, web pages or image
processing [81, 16].
• maps complex problem representations into simpler linear problems
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• achieved through "kernel methods" that generate dot-products from
input vectors
• "pluggable" kernel functions (problem specific), e.g. radial basis
function RBF, linear regression LR, ...
• have proved very effective in real world tasks
• basic SVMs are not incremental although incremental implementations
exist
SVMs have a very similar behaviour to ANNs, they deliver good results
in classification tasks but require intensive training and do not perform
well when real-time adaptation is required and training data is rare.
4.3.8 Genetic Approaches and Multi-Objective Systems
Genetic machine learning is inspired by the concepts of evolution: Species
evolve by random mutation and crossings (pairing), due to the environmental
impact only the fittest members of a generation survive. The population
gets fitter and fitter from generation to generation. There are mainly
2 approaches for genetic learning systems: genetic algorithms (GA) and
genetic programming (GP). The more popular (and less complex) GA’s
fundamentals lie in their approach to encoding a problem scenario into a
virtual "chromosome" (i.e. a bit string). An initial population of chromosomes
is created randomly, within an iterative process the chromosomes are
optimized against the fitness function from generation to generation (pairing/crossing
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of fit individuals, random mutation). As a result, after several generations
the population represents / contains a highly optimized set of chromosomes.
The second approach - genetic programming - does not evolve a chromosome
but directly generates a programme code to solve a problem following
the same fundamental laws of pairing, mutation and a fitness function
([144, 151, 226, 74]).
• a problem scenario has to be encoded into "chromosomes" or programme
code directly
• a fitness function determines how well a chromosome or genetic
program solves the problem
• "learning" takes place through crossing/pairing of fit individuals
and random mutation of chromosomes
• it can take hundreds of runs until an optimal generation of a population
is found
• the quality of the result strongly depends on a well defined fitness
function, i.e. excellent prior knowledge about the problem scenario
is required
• genetic approaches seem not to be really applicable to real-time
adaptation
Regarding [151], genetic approaches can be applied to optimisation and
data mining tasks very well. As Yao states in [227]: “They do not depend
on gradient information and thus are quite suitable for problems where
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such information is unavailable or very costly to obtain or estimate. They
can even deal with problems where no explicit and/or exact objective
function is available. These features make them much more robust than
many other search algorithms.” - this means that genetic approaches also
fit well to rather undeterministic problem domains. Nevertheless, from
my point of view, a critical issue is the correct encoding of the problem
domain into the virtual chromosome and the correct design of the fitness
function. Both require profound knowledge of the problem domain - which
is missing in the context of mobile patient monitoring case (the specific
physiological constitution and living circumstances of each patient differ
from individual to individual). Additionally, genetic approaches seem
not to be very popular in the online machine learning context to me.
Interestingly, they are being used for their well-known strengths in optimisation
tasks to train other classifiers or in hybrid approaches ([52, 223]).
In my opinion GA based systems have their focus and strengths on optimisation
tasks, where they are very popular and mainly applied. In many cases,
optimisation tasks are long running tasks over large data bases (data
mining) requiring computational power and time. Genetic Algorithms
are also applied to optimise problems with more than one objective, also
called Multi-Objective Systems:
Multi-Objective Systems
Multi-Objective Systems have been designed for optimisation tasks which
consist of multiple conflicting objectives instead of a single one [138, 239,
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63]. As an example, they are used for planning electrical power distribution
networks to solve optimisation tasks with multiple variables [187] or
optimal supplier selection tasks [192] and further. Multi-Objective systems
are based on Genetic Algorithms [187, 63, 239] and therefore inherit the
fundamental characteristics of GAs.
They need so-called “objective functions” (or also called test functions) for
each aim or objective that has to be solved within the problem domain
[153, 192, 239], i.e. the objective has to be clearly identified and excellent
knowledge of the problem domain is required to define these objective
functions correctly.
As mentioned by Sindhya et. al, evolutionary multi-objective optimization
algorithms have shortcomings, such as slow convergence to the Pareto
optimal front, no efficient termination criterion, and a lack of a theoretical
convergence proof [197].
Like Genetic Algorithms, Multi-Objective Optimisation (MOO) systems
and methods are mainly found in literature - as the name indicates -
when applied to optimisation tasks. I have presented the contradictory
aims of Mobile Care Systems in earlier chapters (see section 2.4). At first
sight it may seem that MOO systems could fit perfectly to this research
problem as we have opposing aims that have to be tackled. The mentioned
opposing aims of Mobile Care Systems are brought about inherently because
the fundamental aims of patient monitoring (be as sensitive and pessimistic
as possible, i.e. use all resources available to achieve best results) are
contradictory to the fundamental aims of mobile systems (save as much
energy/battery as possible to achieve a longer autonomous runtime period,
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therefore use only limited resources of mobile devices and be rather insensitive
and optimistic). I have presented the aims of Mobile Care Systems as
contradictory or opposing aims, but this is meant more generally and
in the context of the system design and the systems basic concept or
idea (see also the list of systems that are focusing on either one or the
other aspect of these opposing aims in 2.4.3). Talking about contradictory
aims, I did not mean that this is the specific task that the Mobile Care
classifier algorithm has to solve but rather the application context the
system has to fit into. For me, clearly, the task of the AI based algorithm
in Mobile Care Systems is classifcation of time-series physiological sensor
data by providing best performance in classification of health problems or
emergencies. Therefore I do not see Genetic Algorithms or Multi-Objective
Systems as classifiers that apply to the task of Mobile Care Systems
perfectly.
4.3.9 Artificial Immune Systems
Artificial Immune Systems (AIS) are adaptive systems inspired by biological
behaviour like Artificial Neural Networks or Genetic Algorithms. AIS
are adaptive systems that mimic immunology and immune functions in a
computational context [53]. AIS are applied to complex problem domains
like data mining, networking and computer security, optimization, anomaly
detection, pattern recognition, clustering and classification tasks [116,
51]. As studies have shown, AIS can result in better classifcation accuracy
than Artifical Neural Network based algorithms using the same dataset
for classification tasks [60].
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As Dasgupta describes in “Artificial Neural Networks and Artificial Immune
Systems: Similarities and Differences”, AIS based systems require intensive
pre-deployment training and (at least at the time Dasgupta wrote this
article), there are no incremental/online variants available [50]. Also
Hunt and Cooke describe the learning (“immunization”) of AIS as a pre-deployment
task and afterwards deploy the AIS to a real-world task in [86]. Li et al.
investigated adaptive AIS and they mentioned that similar to Genetic
Algorithms, the knowledge of a so called “affinity function” (similar to
the GA’s fitness function) is required that encodes the problem domain:
“Like genetic algorithm, artificial immune systems regard the objective
problems which need to be solved as the antigen, and consider the feasible
solutions as candidate antibodies. An affinity function is used to evalute
the combination of each candidate antibody with the particular antigen.
At the end of the evolved process, one or more best antibodies will be
found with highest affinity, i.e., the optimal solutions of the objective
problem.” [129].
Their experiments showed, that their adaptive AIS optimization “still
does not outperform GA in computation time. In the future the goal is to
develop a more efficient version of artificial immune systems and to make
it meet the requirement of real-time engineering systems” [129].
Dasgupta presents in [50] a comparison of similarities and differences
between ANN and AIS. Basically there are many similartities, but how
learning takes place is very different. It seems interesting in the Mobile
Care context, that AIS are very distributed systems with distributed
intelligence. The global behaviour of the system emerges from numerous
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local interactions. A key technique is the so called self / non-self discrimination
or negative selection algorithm of AIS. Dasgupta also mentions, that these
kinds of algorithms never reports false positive which would increase the
efficiency of health monitoring (no false alarm), but he also mentions
that “there may be a chance of false negative” which is an un-acceptable
risk in a health-monitoring system (see also 4.1.3). Further he mentions
that AIS basically have to learn “self” by collecting “time series (sensor)
data that sufficiently exhibhit the normal behaviour of a system”. This
indicates to me that AIS - very similar to classical ANN systems - require
exact knowledge of the problem domain in terms of intensive pre-deployment
training. The physiological constituition and personal life situation of
each individual patient in a Mobile Care context can vary greatly. So a
key feature of a Mobile Care System is to learn about the normal state of
the patient (“self” in terms of AIS) during operation, not during pre-deployment
intensive training.
On the other hand, AIS are treated in literature as dynamic and adaptive
systems, well suited to permanently changing environments [114, 84].
Hofmeyr and Forrest describe this adaptability in a way that the AIS
based system can adapt to changes during operation, but also in their
studies the AIS based systems are put into a rather long training phase
to learn about “self” before they come into operation. This is a further
indication, that exact initial knowledge of the problem domain (in this
case “self” or the normal state in terms of patient monitoring) is required
and that the AIS systems can adapt to changing environments during
operation very well. In the context of mobile care we have a different
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scenario: the initial problem domain is only known very vaguely and the
system has to find out what is the normal state of the monitored person.
The environment, i.e. the life and constitution of the patient, is very
indeterministic right from the start.
AIS systems are also mentioned to be very applicable when distributed
architecture is required ([84, 50]). This is always meant in terms of a
permanent network where the components of the AIS are roaming and
global intelligence emerges from local interactions of the AIS’ cells. In
the case of mobile care, a very important aim is to keep the network
connection closed as long as possible to save the battery of the mobile
device. I.e., the network connection is closed most of the time and the
distribution is inhibited. The inherent distributed nature of AIS cannot
be shown to be an advantage in this context.
AIS seem to share many characteristics with GA:
• an affinity function determines how well an antibody solves the
problem
• "learning" takes place through cloning and mutation [129, 116, 53,
51, 60]
• Artificial Immune Systems can adapt well to changing but initially
well-known environments
• Use-cases and fields of application of AIS found in literature are
mainly related to computer-security
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I would question, if AIS based systems are the best-suited technique
for patient monitoring. AIS share many characteristics with Genetic
Algorithms which do not seem ideally applicable within the context of
patient monitoring to me (as mentioned in the previous section). Generally,
AIS are still a very young field of research and probably they provide a
viable alternative to established ANN and DT based systems for patient
monitoring in general. As they share many characteristics with GA and
they do not seem to be really applicable in the field of mobile computing
and mobile patient monitoring to me, I will focus on better proved and
more established classification algorithms and methods for mobile patient
monitoring for now.
4.3.10 Dynamic Neural Networks
There have been efforts to advance the powerful but static Artificial Neural
Networks with incremental or so-called evolving features (i.e. build online
learning systems based on Neural Networks). Within the last years,
there has been significant progress in this field and meanwhile numerous
incremental variants and derivatives of ANNs exist, for instance as presented
in [42, 118, 111, 103, 106, 96, 213, 224, 128, 29]. Key concepts found
in literature are the so-called “Neuro-Evolution” systems presented by
Risto Miikkulainen et al ([140, 72, 147, 200, 201, 118, 79, 127]), Xin Yao
presented work on “Evolving Artificial Neural Networks” ([227, 230, 233,
228, 229]) and systems based on the “Evolving Connectionist Systems
Paradigm” (ECoS) as presented by Nikola Kasabov ([110, 104, 102, 109,
108, 111, 101, 103, 95, 96]). From my point of view the presented approaches
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are somewhat different and researched independently, but basically they
are all about building evolving variants or derivatives of ANN’s by dynamically
changing the network topology/structure and/or the weights. Xin Yao has
presented a good description of the main types of evolution in [227]:
• evolution of network weigths
• evolution of network architecture
• evolution of learning rules
• and mixed/simultaneous forms of the three above
With the rather general term “Dynamic Neural Networks” of this section
I try to give focus to my common view about those approaches because the
underlying motivation and ideas are quite similar from my perspective.
Yao summarises their main characteristic very well in a single sentence:
“One distinct feature of EANN’s is their adaptability to a dynamic environment”
[227] or as Kasabov states a requirement of his ECoS systems, it has to
“adapt itself in real time in an on-line mode” ([95]).
In [227], Yao refers to “increasing power of parallel computers” that will
make ANN evolution more feasible - i.e. he implicitly states that evolving
ANN’s in an online way (during runtime) requires high computing power.
As Kohl and Miikkulainen present in [118], Dynamic Neural Network
based systems perform well but have problems on high-level decision
making problems - they call them "fractured" problems. Like Kasabovs
ECoS concept ([95, 96, 110]) , evolving neural network approaches in
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general have to try to address the "stability-plasticity" trade-off. This
leads to a dilemma as presented by Ciarelly et al in [42]: models can
obtain new knowledge (plasticity) without forgetting knowledge previously
acquired (stability) during the training phase.
What I like best about Kasabovs ECoS idea is that he starts developing
his ECoS principle by having a look at well-known problems of current
systems and then derives seven major requirements for modern, open
neural network based (or as he calls it “connectionist”) systems [95].
ECoS itself is only a theoretical construct, with no specific system implementation
or technique, described well in [110]. The ECoS paradigm defines seven
fundamental laws, an ECoS based system has to obey. ECoS based systems
have to
• learn quickly from a large amount of data (fast, single-pass training)
• adapt itself in real time in an on-line mode
• open structure where new features can be introduced at later stages
• accommodate everything that is, has been and will be in an incremental
way
• be able to learn and improve through interaction with other COS
(connectionist systems)
• adequately represent time and space in different scales
• be able to analyse itself (self-analysis and rule-extraction)
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All ECoS systems have to obey these rules but there is no limitation
or restriction in how the implementation has to look (e.g. also evolving
variants of modern Spiking Neural Networks (SNN) [69] have been developed,
for instance as presented by Wysoski and Kasabov in [224] or Kasabov et.
al in [106] or Kasabov et. al in [107]). This leaves much room open for
the implementation of an ECoS based system. From my point of view the
previously shown requirements of Mobile Care Systems and the rules
of the ECoS paradigm seem to fit together perfectly. Th ECoS paradigm
seems to be a very important foundation for addressing the research aims
of this thesis to me.
4.4 Summary
Computer based patient monitoring systems gather their input data from
many different sensors. Data measured with sensors inherently contain
so-called “noise”, which means erroneous or missing measurements caused
by external influences that cannot be controlled. To reduce the impact
of noise in sensor data, as many measurements as possible (from as
many sensors as available) are processed - i.e. the impact of the noise
related error is reduced within the whole calculation result. Noise in
sensor data is an issue in patient monitoring systems that one has to
be aware of, but in the case of modern patient monitoring systems that
are classifying time series data with input values from many sensors
the impact of noise is minimal. Further, popular approaches for patient
monitoring algorithms (as e.g. Decision Tree or Artificial Neural Network
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based systems) are more robust against noise than others.
Classification of sensor data should take into account the development of
values over time, not only single measurements. Single measurements
represent a single moment in time and therefore have only very limited
significance. Through a technique called “feature selection”, so-called
“features” are calculated from a sequence of input measurements which
represent the trend of the measurements over time and allow better classification
with higher quality results. The calculation of features themselves is a
minor problem, but the decision to choose the right calculation method/algorithm
for deriving a feature for a specific input value is a very important conceptual
task (median, mean, average, ...) and always depends on the concrete
application context and specific measured input value. For example, a
suitable feature calculation method for blood oxygen level could be calculated
in another way than for body temperature or pulse.
Upcoming and brand-new technologies like smart clothing (see 4.1.2) integrate
the physiological sensors directly into the clothing of the patients. This
development promises more and more available sensors for input data
which will allow more complex and better classification of the physiological
health state of the patient within near the future.
One of the most important issues when designing an automated health
monitoring system is to choose the most applicable and most performant
classification algorithm fitting to the specific use-case. The list of available
algorithms is rather long, but none of the popular approaches seems to
be really ideal for the context of mobile care. A major problem is the
non-availability of training data for the classification algorithms, because
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most of them have to be trained before production use. Otherwise undertrained
algorithms deliver results in unacceptable quality. A possible solution
could be one of the modern dynamic neural network based online learning
algorithms which are able to “learn on the job” and incrementally refine
and optimise their classification results over time. On the other hand
one of their problems is that they are computationally more intensive
and require more computational resources. A trade off between optimal
adaptation to each individual patient through incremental algorithms
and less resource intensive computing on the mobile device will have to
be found, probably by migrating most computationally intensive tasks to
a remote backend device.
4.4.1 Further Issues
Health monitoring does not only have to deal with inherently related
problems in mobile care and telecare but also in other fields:
• measured physiological data has to be synchronized and combined
with "external" (clinical) information, physiological measurements
alone do not allow accurate classification of the patient’s state (see
also [237]) – this strengthens my approach to integrate a powerful
“back-end node” which assists the mobile monitoring device in critical
cases (described later in this thesis). As we have practically infinite
storage capacities on the back-end server, we could utilize additional
information for classifying a patient’s state as soon as the mobile
node detects a critical situation.
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• simulation database: To allow efficient investigation and comparison
of different machine learning approaches and classifiers a simulation
database containing (virtual) physiological data of patients is needed.
This allows classification and measuement with different computational
approaches fed with identical time series data, and comparison of
the results.
• the UCI repository [5] provides a set of databases that are used
by the machine learning community for the empirical analysis of
machine learning algorithms: http://www.ics.uci.edu/~mlearn/MLRepository.html
(last accessed June 14th, 2014)
4.4.2 Conclusion
Many well-known and popular AI based approaches for monitoring and
classification tasks are available. Comparing their strengths and weaknesses
to the requirements of Mobile Care Systems, it seems that there is no
single viable solution. In my opinion, there are many approaches that
are basically applicable for being used in mobile care. Each one with its
specific advantages and drawbacks and it strongly depends on the focus
and the objectives of the outcoming system as to which one fits best. For
instance:
• fuzzy logic: applies well to uncertain control problems like the local-vs-remote
processing problem in this research, a drawback is that pure fuzzy
systems are not applicable to real-time learning and adaptation.
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• artificial neural networks are the most popular and most efficient
learners, but require intensive training with representative data to
achieve good results. Combined with a fuzzy logic controller they
are a hybrid type of a fuzzy system which is capable of learning, a
so-called “neuro-fuzzy” system.
• genetic approaches are ideal for data mining and optimization tasks,
but computationally intensive and most applicable for performing
analysis of large databases. From my point of view, GA based classifiers
should clearly not to be run on a limited portable/mobile device - but
they could be used as a complementary part that is carried out on
the back-end server. For instance [190] uses GA for self-tuning of a
fuzzy logic controller.
In order to find out the best fitting solution for this specific research
problem, one must be aware of what is expected from a health monitoring
algorithm that has to run on a portable, battery-powered device and
should achieve maximum autonomous runtime:
• it must be applicable to the task of monitoring sequential data and
make decisions based on the situation (a control problem)
• must deliver good results even if available "training data" is rare (as
we cannot know details about every individual patient, training can
only be performed based on common but rather general data sets)
• real-time adaptation (learning) based on the specific environment
is needed ("learn on the job"), i.e. as the system cannot be trained
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extensively, it is required to learn about the individual patient while
the system is running in real-time
• data processing should only require minimal computational resources
as it has to work on a very limited, portable device (embedded system)




MECoS - Moving Evolving
Connectionist System
5.1 Introduction
P RIOR chapters have presented the field of Mobile Care Systems andtheir major issues in a general context. Subsequently, the state of
the art of the two related main research areas, energy aware computing
and computer based monitoring, has been investigated and described.
As the problem area has been thoroughly investigated and analysed, the
next step is to synthesise the results and to propose a solution to the
highlighted problems and form a hypothesis. In the following chapter, a
proposed solution addressing the research aims will be presented.
After a short recapitulation of the key requirements of Mobile Care Systems,
the development of the proposed solution, the so called MECoS approach
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and the ideas behind this approach are explained. Finally, I will describe
the way the hypothesis is being tested and the experimental set-up which
has been developed to perform this validation.
Requirements
A major problem in mobile care results from the converging of two very
different problem areas: health monitoring and mobile computing. The
problem is that the inherent objectives of these two problem domains are
diametrically opposed to each other. It is simply impossible to actually
achieve the aims of both fields at the same time; approaching the aims of
one area automatically results in moving away from the aims of the other
one. These contradictory aims are shortly revisited as follows:
Aims of health monitoring:
• high quality, computational intensive algorithms
• be sensitive and pessimistic i.e. triggering many alarms - even false
ones - is better than missing a single one
• communicate closely with emergency centre/back office
Aims of mobile computing:
• use rather simple, computationally efficient and energy saving algorithms
• be tolerant and optimistic i.e. it’s better to save the battery instead
of performing unneeded tasks (such as triggering false alarms)
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• avoid communicating as it really drains the battery
Current systems treat these contradictory issues at the conceptual stage,
but instead of trying to address both aims in a well-balanced way, they
emphasise only one group of the aims while neglecting the aims of the
other field. This has led to the fact that - in my personal opinion -
currently there are two opposing kinds of Mobile Care Systems (see also
2.4.3):
• semi-intelligent systems:
mobile / wearable, but rather simple without complex abilities (like
a simple panic-button wristwatch or a static monitor checking against
fixed threshold values - they do allow free movement but the limited
functionality makes them not really applicable for real-world mobile
care scenarios) [1, 2, 115, 37, 149, 210, 65, 80, 131]
• semi-mobile systems:
complex, but with limited mobility (sophisticated monitoring systems
applicable for mobile care scenarios, smartphone or PDA (Personal
Digital Assistant) based - mostly depending on wireless LAN access
and only with limited runtime of battery so they do not allow the
patients to move freely) [179, 126, 132, 133, 180, 121, 157, 123, 94,
3, 89, 177, 136, 31]
These kinds of systems are suitable for specific and limited use cases
only. But in real-world mobile care scenarios, where the system should
be able to substitute for medical staff, e.g. monitoring patients suffering
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from dementia, the behaviour of most patients cannot be predicted and
the patients cannot clearly be assigned into one of those two system
categories. This reduces the applicability of current kinds of Mobile Care
Systems drastically. Most of the patients that would benefit from a Mobile
Care System, would require a mixed form of both categories (i.e. a system
that brings complex monitoring abilities and allows freedom of movement).
From my point of view these “categorised semi-systems” in most cases
have more drawbacks than benefits, which clearly inhibits their application
and distribution. For instance it is impossible to require a patient suffering
from dementia to recharge the batteries of the mobile monitoring device
on a regular basis and it also has to be expected that the patients leave
their homes (consciously or unconsciously). Nevertheless, a much more
complex and resource intensive monitoring system than a simple panic-button
will be required (as no one would expect a person suffering from dementia
to be able to reliably push a panic button in cases of emergency). Neither
a semi-intelligent, nor a semi-mobile Mobile Care System is applicable in
this case.
A solution that results in the optimal balance between the opposite aims
has to be found: highly qualitative, complex and safe health monitoring
while simultaneously providing full mobility and maximum autonomous
runtime of the system without required manual interventions on a regular
basis (as recharging etc.).
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Findings
Literature research covering the two related major topics “computer based
patient monitoring” and “embedded/energy aware computing” has been
performed. As the review on literature has been completed, a total scenario
of the context of mobile patient care systems can be designed. The state
of the art of the related major topics “intelligent patient monitoring” and
“embedded/energy aware computing” were highlighted and the strengths
and weaknesses of several popular methods were shown.
Literature research has delivered many issues and findings. The following
steps now have to derive the further procedure from the results of the
analysis. Furthermore the rather generally formulated hypothesis has
then to be refined into concise and measurable research aims that can
finally be tested by doing experiments.
The literature review has shown: there are numerous AI methods and
techniques, all of them with specific strengths and weaknesses. Every
individual approach is applicable to very specific usage contexts, and
simply not or of only limited applicability for others. The general conditions
in the mobile care context define high level requirements of the AI-based
monitoring algorithms, the strengths of several different AI-approaches
are required. Hence, the only valuable solution from my point of view
seems to be some kind of a very dynamic system that is capable of addressing
the requirements of high-level patient monitoring in a less resource intensive
way. A fundamental requirement seems to be the ability of adapting to
the individual patient to the highest degree without having pre-deployment
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training data available, i.e. the algorithm has to be capable of “learning
on the job”, i.e. an online learning algorithm will be the starting point.
The investigation of energy aware and embedded computing in chapter
3 has shown that it is nearly impossible to clearly differentiate local
and remote processing tasks in the distributed context of Mobile Care
Systems. Here the requirement to react very dynamically and optimise
this “local vs. remote processing “ question during system runtime exists
- another indicator that an online learning algorithm is required.
5.2 My idea for solving these problems
5.2.1 Introduction
As presented in chapter 4, ANN (and ANN-derivates) based monitoring
algorithms are suitable for many classification tasks and very popular
but they require very specific pre-deployment training and large amounts
of representative training data. In the case of a Mobile Care System,
the main focus lies on the individual patient in individual life situations
which reduces the availability of representative training data to a minimum.
Even if there are databases with real, anonymised physiological data
for ANN training provided - for instance the “UCI Machine Learning
Repository” http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/ (last accessed September 18th,
2014)[5] - no specific training data of specific individual patients will be
available. The training of the Mobile Care System with the available
common training datasets would not result in a system exactly adapted
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to the physiological conditions and behaviour of the individual patient,
which clearly has a negative impact on the overall performance of the
system. Further, this would result in neglecting the optimal balance
between the opposed health-monitoring versus mobile computing aims
and the overall applicability of the system would be suboptimal. I think
because of this, traditional, rather static Artificial Neural Networks (and
similar classifiers) are simply not applicable within the context of Mobile
Care Systems.
Alternative imprecise approaches that do not require intensive pre-deployment
training like fuzzy logic based systems would deliver better results than a
sub-optimally trained ANN in the beginning, but on the other hand, they
do not have the ability to adapt themselves to the patient and his/her
individual characteristics during operation (see 4.3.4). I believe that in
the long run, for these kinds of systems the quality of the monitoring
algorithm will be dissatisfactory and inapplicable in the end.
There are efforts in building hybrid fuzzy systems with other AI approaches,
to make up for the missing machine learning abilities of fuzzy systems. In
these cases fuzzy systems are combined with ANNs or genetic algorithms
to combine the advantages of both kinds of systems (see [20, 23, 43, 76, 93,
155, 190, 205, 222, 234]). From the perspective of Mobile Care Systems,
these hybrid approaches also combine the drawbacks of both kinds of
systems, so they still require highly specific pre-deployment raining like
ANNs or GAs do. They achieve “fuzzyness” in their operation and probably
will deliver better results than sub-optimally trained static classifiers,
but they still lack the possibility to adapt themselves to the individually
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monitored patient online during operation (“learning on the job”).
A rather new approach can be found in the field of online machine learning
and dynamic Neural Networks (see 4.2 and 4.3.10) . Online machine
learning tries to solve exactly the same problems as described above by
the advancement of static into incremental algorithms.
The very limited computational resources that are available on a mobile
device represent a major issue. Even nowadays, when very powerful
mobile processors are available, a long autonomous runtime of the system
is more important than the powerful processing itself (= energy efficient,
battery saving operation). This is why the system has to be equipped with
enery saving instead of superfast-multicore processors and at the same
time it prevents the systems from having permanently active communication
links with back-end systems. Data communication via mobile networks
(GPRS, UMTS and more modern standards...) is the most energy exhausting
activity of a mobile device (as shown in Chapter 3).
As described in the presentation of modern patient care systems (see
2.4.3), there are Mobile Patient Care Systems which can operate with
very limited resources and achieve a very long runtime on battery power,
I call them “semi-intelligent” systems.
In order to increase the autonomous runtime and energy-efficiency of the
mobile system, it has to be kept as simple (complexity is more resource
intensive) as possible. Anyway, powerful computational resources and
complexity is only required in extraordinary situations, i.e. in or shortly
before a case of emergency. Most of the time (in normal situations) a plain
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and simple mobile patient monitoring system would be sufficient.
Why could a rather simple and very efficient mobile patient monitoring
algorithm not be combined with a very powerful, stationary back-end
system that supports or relieves the mobile algorithm in extraordinary
situations? This represents the basic idea of the so-called MECoS approach:
A Mobile Care System that is kept working as simply and efficiently as
possible being complemented by an assisting, powerful and more complex
back-end system. In combination, these two parts should be able to
find the optimal balance between both opposed major aims of Mobile
Care Systems. In certain cases, the powerful back-end system takes
control and benefits from its more powerful processing capabilities, big
historical databases and unlimited power supply (because it is not battery
powered). The situation can be classified faster, more exactly and with
maximum classification quality.
The Mobile Care System works in a rather simple and pessimistic way.
In cases of doubt, it should rather trigger a false alarm than not show
any reaction and delegate control to the back-end system for further
classification. The back-end system can override the decision of the mobile
system and avoid false positive alarms. The remaining problem is that
false alarms waste too much of the resources on the mobile device.
To avoid unnecessary false alarms being triggered by the mobile system
itself, the acquired knowledge (i.e. the fact that the back-end system
classified the alarm as false positive) has to be transferred back to the
mobile system. The mobile system itself can stay simple, in cases of
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emergency a much more complex analysis and classification and a learning
algorithm assists on a powerful back-end system. As a result the newly
acquired knowledge is given back to the mobile system i.e. the mobile
system learns remotely and energy exhausting false positive alarms during
the runtime of the system are reduced to a minimum. This fundamental
concept of a single knowledge base which allows remote learning on local
knowledge is shown in figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: Performing resource intensive tasks on a single knowledge
base at the backend
The problems arising from the above concept are obvious:
• every false positive alarm that is triggered by the mobile system
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generates unnecessary drain of battery power, which means the
false alarms set-off by the mobile system have to be reduced (at least
after an acceptable initial deployment phase). As mentioned above,
the mobile system also has to learn from the decisions taken by the
back-end system to avoid triggering a false positive alarm in similar
situations again. It has to be investigated how this transfer of
knowledge or learning on a single knowledge base can be achieved.
• the mobile system “owns” the permanent knowledge base about the
monitored patient, the back-end system is only connected under
special circumstances for a rather short period of time, i.e. it does
not know the history of the patient (the time series data is missing).
The sensor data presented between two “connects” is not available
to the back-end system. It is utterly impossible to store and transfer
data to the back-end system that has been recorded in the meantime
(amount of data, duration of transfer, ...) - i.e. in a way that has to
be defined later, the mobile system has to be able to transfer its
knowledge or its state about the patient to the back-end system.
If above points are considered, it is clear that they are very similar. It is
about transferring the learning or the acquired knowledge (“the mind”)
within a distributed system between the participant nodes and provide
distributed common access to a shared single knowledge base.
There are various approaches to distributed learning, for instance so-called
multiagent systems [146, 160, 220]. In most cases the nodes in distributed
systems learn and act on their own, the global intelligence of the system
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simply results from the collective actions of the single nodes (compare
also: “swarm intelligence” [165, 59, 112]). A specific, central “shared
mind” does not exist.
The idea of the MECoS system inverts this approach:
The aim clearly is not to build a distributed learning multi-agent system,
much more it is to build a distributed, roaming intelligence: The mind of
the monitoring system is not stationary and moves from the mobile device
to the back-end device, i.e. the whole learned knowledge is transferred
from one node to another. The overall acquired knowledge is available
to every node that is currently active, there is only one single knowledge
base (a single classifier instance) that moves from one device to another
(i.e. from mobile to the back-end).
Having a single classifier with a single knowledge base moving from one
node to another eliminates the need to define cooperation and communication
rules and allows a very flexible and dynamic distributed decision taking
process. The resulting dynamics allow the Mobile Care System to perfectly
accommodate itself to each individual patient. Instead of having multiple
agents which learn on their own knowledge bases, a moving classifier
should increase the overall efficiency of the system by learning on a single
knowledge base.
In the standard case the mobile device keeps monitoring the patient as
long as the status is classified as normal. In case of a potential emergency,
the wireless connection is opened up and then it is not an independent
server side algorithm that takes control, but the mobile nodes mind moves
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from the restricted mobile device to the powerful back-end device and
resumes working in a different, just much more powerful environment.
This step is essential: when moving from the mobile to the back-end
device, the knowledge of the classifier has to be transferred into the
device. As soon as the classifier is respawned on the back-end device
it continues to work as had it been running on this hardware all the time.
In addition, the classifier can now use all additionally available resources
(i.e. additional input parameters for decision taking) which would not
have been available on the mobile device and so can take much more
precise decisions.
The following graphic shows a visual concept of the MECoS System approach
as described above:
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Figure 5.2: Visual concept of the MECoS system
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5.2.2 Build a moving ECoS - MECoS
The requirement of a high-quality and very energy efficient and autonomous
Mobile Care System requires the application of a very dynamic algorithm
that is capable of adapting to every individual patient very “closely”. A
direct relationship between overall efficiency of the system (classification
quality, energy consumption) and health state of the monitored patient
can be drawn: as long as the health state of the patient is in a normal
state, a very energy efficient and economic mode of operation can be
selected (no communication with back-end systems, low sensor sampling
rate, etc.), but as soon as the health state leaves normal boundaries
(the definition of the term “normal” in this case is very specific to each
individual patient), the efforts on the mobile device increase and economy
is reduced. As soon as potential cases of emergency are identified, the
analysis and classification of the sensor data cannot be performed by the
mobile device itself - finally in these cases a wireless data communication
line has to be opened and sensor data have to be transferred to a much
more powerful back-end system for further processing and better analysis.
We can conclude that the most economic and efficient mode of operation
of the mobile system is indirectly achieved by optimal classification of the
physiological constitution of the individual patient, i.e. the core requirement
of the mobile system is to permanently adapt itself to the individual
patient as well as possible during operation by utilization of online machine
learning concepts.
As explained above, an important result of literature research - in my
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opinion - is the fact that there is a need for a distributed online machine
learning system in the mobile care context. As, in some cases, control has
to be delegated to a more powerful (and therefore also smarter) back-end
system, a way of distributed learning has to be possible. Somehow the
system has to be able to transfer the acquired and/or the current knowledge
from one node to another and vice versa.
Assumption: The resulting system has to be capable of extracting the
current “mind” of the learning algorithm on one node, move it over the
nework and import or inject it onto another node somewhere else. This
ability of distributed learning on a shared single knowledge base will
deliver best classification results at any point in time and provide high
efficiency and autonomy for the resulting system.
During literature research a very promising concept called ECoS (Evolving
Connectionist Systems paradigm, [95, 110, 101]) was found (see 4.3.10).
It describes the characteristics of a very dynamic online learning system
with attributes and characteristics that seem to perfectly match the requirements
of this research. ECoS itself is not an existing system or a concrete
implementation, ECoS is a concept. From my point of view the ECoS
paradigm seems to be an ideal starting point for addressing the aims of
this research.
ECoS itself is briefly presented below. My idea of how ECoS can be used
as the foundation and the advancement of ECoS to a moving, online
machine learning algorithm called MECoS - being perfectly applicable
in the heterogeneous distributed system in the mobile care context - is
shown in the following sections.
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5.2.3 ECoS - the Evolving Connectionist Systems Paradigm
The underlying source of the above ideas seems to be represented by
the theoretical “ECoS paradigm” concept, as presented by Prof. Nikola
Kasabov[95, 110, 101]. Researched by Kasabov and others, several investigations
and experiments are available in literature. They provide a profound
basic knowledge of the characteristics, strengths and weaknesses of systems
obeying the ECoS paradigm ([70, 102, 109, 108, 111, 103, 110, 95, 96, 71,
216, 214, 215, 213, 101, 104, 98, 97, 106, 105, 99, 100, 107]). Out of all
the investigated and evaluated methods and technologies, in my opinion,
ECoS seems to be the most promising path to follow as it offers room for
possible answers to all the open questions.
Kasabov starts developing his ECoS principle by having a look at well-known
problems of current systems and derives seven major requirements for
modern, open connectionist based systems:
• learn quickly from a large amount of data (fast, single-pass training)
• adapt itself in real time in an on-line mode
• open structure where new features can be introduced at later stages
• accommodate everything that is, has been and will be in an incremental
way
• be able to learn and improve through interaction with other COS
(connectionist systems)
• adequately represent time and space in different scales
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• be able to analyse itself (self-analysis and rule-extraction)
ECoS systems have to obey these rules and the previously shown requirements
of Mobile Care Systems seem to fit these perfectly.
The ECoS (evolving connectionist systems) principle ([95, 110, 101]) describes
the environment and requirements of online learning, connectionist based
systems (“connectionist” means: network based). Apparently the ECoS
paradigm (and its implementations) provides a technique for tackling the
research challenges described: a computationally efficient, online-learning
algorithm that can be based on an Artificial Neural Network system.
A valid description of the fundamentals of ECoS and the representative
EFuNN (Evolving Fuzzy Neural Network) implementation can be found
in [96]. It points out that a significant advantage of ECoS implementations
like EFuNN is the incremental, local learning algorithm and also mentions
that one of the problems is finding optimal values for the evolving parameters
(sensitivity, error threshold, learning rate). EFuNN investigated in more
detail can be found in [108]. This paper provides a good theoretical
background for implementing ECoS/EFuNN yourself.
In [109] the authors compare two architectures of knowledge-based neural
networks: FuNN and EFuNN. It points out that EFuNNs are much faster
than traditional FuNNs (Fuzzy Neural Networks - a hybrid system that
combines Fuzzy-Logic with ANNs) and therefore applicable to online learning.
The ECoS paradigm may seem to be rather outdated meanwhile, but as it
is basically a theoretical concept ([95]) and not a concrete implementation
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it can always be applied to (or its applicability tested against) modern
technologies. There is still ongoing research ([189, 98, 106, 107, 105,
19, 99, 100, 97]) and more and more applications of the ECoS paradigm
to current AI approaches are becoming available. ECoS is a relevant
paradigm for modern AI based systems, for instance eGNN - Evolving
Granular Neural Networks from Fuzzy Data Streams presented by Leite,
Costa and Gomide in[128] and its application to spiking neural networks
called deSNN - dynamic evolving spiking neural network as presented by
Kasabov et al in [106] and related publications ([98, 107, 99, 100, 97]) or
the recent advancements of the original Evolving Neuro-Fuzzy Systems
(EFuNN, [109, 108]) as presented by Kasabov in [105] show its current
relevance.
5.3 From ECoS to MECoS - the Moving Evolving
Connectionist System
5.3.1 Introduction
Based on the results so far, a concept for a system that addresses the
research aims becomes visible:
• the aim is a highly efficient and autonomous mode of operation of a
Mobile Care System
• simplicity of the mobile care device increases efficiency and autonomy
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• a powerful back-end system shall be able to compensate for the
shortcomings of the simple mobile device if necessary
• a distributed system concept which optimally balances this cooperation
between mobile and back-end has to be found
• to perfect this balance, the system has to adapt itself to the individual
patient during operation - online learning abilities are required
• if the mobile device makes a wrong decision (false positive) and the
back-end system creates a different result, the knowledge base of
all distributed nodes has to be updated (“learn”) to avoid future
occurrences of this mistake –> somehow the knowledge has to be
shared, learning has to be performed in a distributed manner.
The MECoS Concept and ECoS The “enabler” for the presented MECoS
approach is the ECoS paradigm of Prof. Nikola Kasabov ([95, 110, 101]):
ECoS are able to represent time and space in a compressed way. This
is done within their locally optimized clusters and hence the “mind” of
an ECoS can easily be extracted and injected somewhere else. I simply
call this technique “state serialisation”: the knowledge or the mind is
transferred into a more powerful “body” to cope with the problem. The
clusters in EFuNNs [109, 108, 105] for example represent all input data
that has ever been presented to the algorithm presented in the form of
ECM (evolving clustering method) and what has been learned in the form
of neurons and weights. This very compressed information really has the
characteristic of a mind, it contains “memories” (all input data presented)
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and “behaviour” (represented by the decisions taken due to neurons and
weights). This mind has to be serialized, transferred and respawned
on another machine with more power and even more available input
data. It is even possible to utilise additional input data sources on the
back-end node, as ECoS based systems support changing the structure
of the network structure during operation. This is shown later: within
the performed experiments to test this approach, an assumed calculated
statistical value was successfully integrated into the system as extra
input data only available to the classifying algorithm at the back-end
node.
In order to build a working prototype of the presented MECoS approach
and to be able to test it, the following actions have been performed:
• Explain a detailed concept of the MECoS System Idea
Based on the results of investigation of Mobile Care System issues
and literature research, the idea of the MECoS System has been
created. This idea was presented in the form of a written concept
which describes the unique characteristics of this kind of system (as
described in this thesis in section 5.2).
• Provide a proof-of-concept implementation of MECoS System
G Build a working implementation of an ECoS system
The basis for a MECoS System is ECoS. As no implementation
of an ECoS based system is freely available for further usage
(I have contacted Prof. Kasabov directly during my research
and asked), an initial ECoS implementation of my own was
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developed (called MECM - mobile evolving connectionist method).
As a starting point the freely available sourcecode of a multilayer
perceptron ([159, 183, 67, 161, 34, 41]) was used and was adapted
to become a working ECoS algorithm implementation - advised
by Prof. Kasabov using the descriptions and information provided
in [110] (see section 6.3.1).
G Implement a way for distributed sharing of the full knowledge
base of the algorithm
The algorithm was designed in a way that at every point in time
the acquired knowledge can be extracted, transferred online
and imported or “injected” somewhere else - e.g. from the mobile
to the the back-end system and vice versa. I called this process
simply “state-serialisation”, the structure of the evolving network
can be written to a file, transferred over the network and the
network rebuilt somewhere else. First tests serialised the network
structure in a human-readable text format but to optimise and
reduce the amount of data that has to be transferred, the state-serialisation
process was changed to produce a much more compact binary
format subsequently (see section 6.3.2).
G Allow a dynamic number of input parameters on different
nodes
The MECoS algorithm was designed in such way that the back-end
system can utilize and integrate additionally available data
sources as “dynamic additional input params”. This should
allow more exact classification by e.g. integrating results of
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data mining processes of large databases that are simply not
available on the mobile devices. All this has to run on the
identical knowledge base as the mobile classifier does (–> the
back-end system can take learning steps which will also enhance
the knowledge of the mobile classifier even if it is not able to
learn this by itself).
• Develop a Data-Generator
As it is very difficult and only possible with very high effort to get
realistic/real physiological test data (because of ethical issues), a
data generator was developed, that is capable of generating several
datasets consisting of simulated physiological measures like pulse,
heart rate, blood oxygen level, etc. The data series consist of normal
variations and in some cases, a case of emergency has to be generated
into the time series of test data (see section 6.2.3).
• Define Performance Numbers that allow benchmarking
To allow benchmarking of optimisations of the algorithm prototype
and also of two different approaches, common performance numbers
that directly or indirectly relate to the resource- and energy consumption
of the mobile device were defined and have been measured during
simulation runs (see chapter 7).
• Build a second approach for comparison
Furthermore, a standard client-server approach for comparison and
testing the MECoS approach was built. This approach also has
a cooperating mobile classifier and a back-end classifier, but with
their independent knowledge bases on each device as state of the art
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systems would look like. They do not have a shared knowledge base
but the back-end system acts as a reinforcement learning supervisor
for the mobile system ( similar to a conventional distributed classification
system ).
• Perform simulation runs and collect statistical data
Statistical data of the defined performance numbers and measures
were finally collected in representative experiments using the generated
test data. This allowed comparison of the performance of the two






T HE presented MECoS approach perfectly fits into the problem domainof Mobile Care Systems. It is highly applicable and, compared to
other systems, achieves better results by providing longer autonomous
runtime of the system without additionally reducing the patient’s mobility.
The idea of the MECoS approach is based on the results of literature
research and the paradigms of ECoS. To be able to find out whether a
working implementation can be achieved at all and to prove that the
presented advantages really become apparent in practice, experiments
in the form of simulation runs have to be conducted.
Because of ethical restrictions in the medical context it is very hard to
perform tests with real patients or real physiological data of patients. To
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prove the advantages of the MECoS approach, the original source of the
input data is not relevant - in my opinion it just has to be very similar
to the physiological data of real patients, but the classifying algorithm
basically works independently of the presented data semantics. Because
of this reason a data generator was developed for the simulation environment
that represents a classical mobile care situation with key functions.
Within this simulation environment comparative runs between a traditional
client-server based Mobile Care approach and the MECoS prototype will
be performed and the results will be compared to each other. This allows a
realistic assessment if the MECoS approach and the underlying hypothesis
can be tested as positive or not.
6.2 Experimental Setup
The aim of the experiments is to build and investigate a working prototype
of the MECoS System and to test its superiority over traditional systems.
The applicability of the classification results of the system and whether
the presented deliverable objectives can be achieved with lower resource
consumption needs to be investigated. Furthermore, the system’s behaviour
should also be analysed - compared to established approaches.
It is required to define a set of key numbers which are used to measure
and compare the results of the experiments. Expected outcome of the
simulation runs is a database containing these defined and measured
numbers for every simulation run performed (see appendix A). The number
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of performed simulation runs should be relatively high, providing as many
different scenarios (a scenario is represented within the generated physiological
datasets) as possible to depict the behaviour of the MECoS approach as
precisely as possible.
Finally, the presented hypothesis should be tested positively (or even
negatively) by analysis and evaluation of the experiment results (results
are presented in chapter 7).
Because of the prior knowledge of the author, the Java Development Kit
(JDK) [6] was chosen as the development platform for the experiments
and the building of the simulation environment. The JDK provides numerous
freely available tools for the intended use within this research, a key
tool for instance is the Java Wireless Toolkit (WTK)[7] which provides a
comprehensive development tool for simulating a restricted mobile device.
6.2.1 Mobile Device
For the simulation of a restricted mobile device the Java Wireless Toolkit
(WTK)[7] is used. The provided mobile device emulator of the WTK is
able to simulate reduced processor speed, slower network throughput and
memory access of a mobile device and also provides a means of measuring
performance and resource consumption which is ideally applicable to the
experiments.
The following picture shows configuration options of the WTK, highlights
the speed and network throughput emulation within the red box:
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Figure 6.1: Simulation of reduced mobile resources within the Wireless
Toolkit
The following graphic shows the so-called “method profiler” of the WTK,
which allows the measurement of the number of method invocations and
especially the number of used processor cycles of a specific method during
a complete experiement run. This tool is very useful, because resource
consumption of specific methods can be measured without distortion.
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Figure 6.2: Measuring used processor cycles within the Wireless Toolkit
Figure 6.3: Snapshot of the mobile MECM classifier during an
experiment running in the Wireless Toolkit device emulator
Figure 6.3 shows screenshots of the developed MECM (Mobile Evolving
Connectionist Method Classifier: the mobile implementation of the MECoS
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Prototype) during an experiment run. The first screenshot with the green
screen shows the classifier in “idle” monitoring state, i.e. the presented
physiological input datasets are classified as normal (no-alarm), the system
works as ’energy-savingly’ as possible. The second screenshot with the
red screen shows the classifier in “alarm” state, i.e. the input data has
been classified as a possible alarm, delegation of control to the backend
system has been performed: wireless data connection to the back-end
system was opened up, the classifier was serialised and transferred over
the dataline to the powerful back-end system and the mobile device now
transfers all input data to the now leading back-end system.
6.2.2 Back-End System
A major advantage of the back-end system compared to the mobile device
is the availability of additional resources. These additional resources
have been integrated into the simulation environment as well: On the
back-end side, additional input data to the classifier are available, e.g.
anonymised historical medial databases from other patients, statistical
results from long-running data-mining tasks, and so on.
I expect that it can be taken for granted that the back-end system provides
additional data sources to the classifier, so additional input nodes are
applied to the backend-side MECoS structure. In the prototypical implementation
for the experiments, this additional input is represented as a single given
value that is set and changed manually within the test runs: the additional
input data represents an assumed calculated probability of the current
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situation being an emergency, based on the gender of the patient and the
outcome of an assumed data-mining analysis of additionally available
back-end databases. Even if this is not very realistic, it represents an
important proof-of-concept of integrating additional information as input
data to the classifier on the back-end, to achieve higher classification
quality than it would be possible on the mobile monitor itself (this is
where the back-end system can identify a false positive and overrule the
decision of the mobile system). This proves that the MECoS approach can
deliver results of higher quality than a “client-only” approach.
The screen in figure 6.4 shows the control and status panel of the back-end
system monitor implementation, called in short: “MECM Server” (Mobile
Evolving Connectionist Method Server, which has been the basis for the
MECoS System prototype). It shows that the control panel provides
buttons for two different operating modes: “morphing agent” and “client
server”:
• morphing agent: in earlier phases of this research, MECoS approach
was named “morphing agent” - operating mode “morphing agent”
means MECoS features are activated
• client server: turns off MECoS features and the mobile and backend
nodes run with their own classifier instances without the MECoS
feature of a moving classifier with a single, shared knowledge base
This possibility to set different operating modes was used to perform
comparable experiments with either the MECoS features activated or
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with a traditional client-server based logic. Switching the system from
MECoS to client server mode, results in two independent online learning
instances on the mobile and on the back-end side, with their own knowledge
bases delegating control to each other instead of a single “mind” that
moves from node to node as is the case in the MECoS system approach.
Figure 6.4: Back-end node MECM system status panel
6.2.3 Input Data
Medical data is underlying ethical restrictions and hardly available for
research purposes (or only under very high restrictions). To investigate
the proposed MECoS system and test the stated hypothesis, it is not
relevant to perform the experiments with physiological data of real human
beings. At this stage of research, it has to be tested whether the presented
MECoS approach performs better than traditional mobile monitoring algorithms.
The better performance is measured in less computing and resource efforts
of the classification algorithm. The important thing to be able to compare
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MECoS’ performance to other approaches is that they are fed with identical
input data to get comparable results. Of course, at later stages of research
experiments with real medical data should be performed.
As an approximation of physiological input data will do, a data generator
for exactly this task has been developed for the experiments. The generator
is able to produce random datasets of different width and in different
“dynamic characteristics”, based on specified generation parameters as
visible in figure 6.5. The generated data is designed to mimic real-world
situations, e.g. they represent plausible values and curves of blood-oxygen
level, heart rate, pulse, body temperature, skin resistivity and some more.
The dynamic characteristics of the generated data can also be configured
to simulate various scenarios for the experiments: a patient in normal
state, an active patient e.g. simulating walking up a hill and ones in
case of emergency where the physiological parameters escalate. The
parameters dialog to configure the generator is shown in figure 6.5. The
(important parts of )source code of the generating algorithm can be found
in the appendix (see appendix B).
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Figure 6.5: Data Generator Tool for the experiments
Every experiment was performed with a dataset width of 10 (i.e. 10
simulated physiological or environmental input values) and in most cases
over 1000 randomly generated sample datasets were presented within
each test run. To allow a comparison of the results, every sequence of
sample data sets was saved into a file and absolutely identical data sets
in identical sequences were presented once to the MECoS and once to CS
(client server) approach.
A representative view on the input datasets as generated by the data
generator tool and used within the simulation runs can be found in the
annex of this thesis (see appendix C).
Input Dataset
In all experiments that were performed, the generated dataset consisted
of the following values. The aim was to build an applicable set of real-world
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like input measures used by the classifier to determine the patient’s health
state:
• Pulse (value range between 50 and 140)
• Body Temperature (decimal value range between 34.0 and 45.0)
• Blood Oxygen Level (value range between 5000 and 9000)
• Skin Resistivity Phase (decimal value range between 0.0 and 1.0)
• Skin Resistivity Amplitude (decimal value range between 0.0 and
1.0)
• Fall Sensor (boolean value true or false)
• GPS latitude (decimal value range between 47.0 and 49.0, i.e. movement
of the patient to different places)
• GPS longitude (decimal value range between 13.0 and 15.0, i.e. movement
of the patient to different places)
• GPS height (value range between 0 and 3000, i.e. movement of the
patient to different places)
• environmental data (assumed value representing environmental circumstances,
range between 0 and 10 e.g. encoded value representing temperature,
air-pressure, humidity, etc.)
The physiological input values like pulse, body temperature, blood oxygen
level etc. are combined with environmental input values. Although environmental
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conditions are not directly related to the physiological constitution of the
patient, they have some influence because the physiological condition
also depends on the current context of the patient: where is he or she
located and how are the conditions there? Hence, the current position
as GPS coordinates, and for the experiments an abstract “environmental
data” value for meteosensitive patients has been integrated (e.g. like a
barometer value or something similar that can be used as an input value
for meteosensitive patients). As mentioned above, a representative view
of the input datasets is located in the annex of this thesis (see appendix
C).
Input Databases and Reducing Error
As mentioned in section 6.2.3, the generated input data was saved into
several re-usable database files to provide identical dataset sequences
presented to the two algorithms compared in different experiments. To
reduce statistical error, 24 different databases - each containing 1000
datasets with different characteristics - were generated. This allowed
the performance of a relatively high number of experiments to test the
MECoS approach and to simulate various situations, e.g. an idle patient,
a very active patient, borderline cases and escalation cases, etc.
6.2.4 Comparison to a classical approach
To measure, quantify and compare the outcome of the experiments, a
second system based on a traditional client-server approach was implemented
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too: an online learning algorithm on the client side and an online learning
algorithm with additional input on the back-end side (to provide circumstances
similar to the MECoS prototype), but with one major difference: the
client-server approach works without the “moving” part: the knowledge
is not serialised and moved between mobile and back-end node in case
of an identified alarm, each node learns on its own knowledge base as
is common in current multiagent systems: The back-end only acts as a
supervisor to the mobile node and communicates whether the triggered
alarm was a true or a false positive one. All learning of the mobile nodes
classifier also takes place on the mobile node itself. For the experiments,
this was achieved by simply adding an “operating mode“ parameter to
the existing MECoS software which then worked without activating the
MECoS key features. See also section 6.2.2.
6.2.5 Performance Numbers
As the MECoS and the traditional Client Server (CS) approach simulation
runs results have to be compared, the following key numbers based on the
measured values have been defined and used to evaluate the results:
• ProcCycles: Number of Processor Cycles used (overall efforts for
processing the full range of datasets presented during an experiment)
• ClassTime: Average Classification Time per Dataset on client
• CommOpened: Number of Connections to the back-end system that
were opened during a simulation run (very costly, [208, ?])
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• CommActive: Connection active (active data transfer) time
• Data Xfer: bytes sent/received; overall number of bytes transferred
• Net Size: number of nodes in classifier network structure
These numbers were chosen because they all indicate complexity and
resource consumption of the algorithm on the mobile device, being directly
related to energy consumption and autonomous runtime of the system.
This allows direct implication regarding meeting the aims of the MECoS
approach: to achieve minimal resource consumption and maximum
autonomous system runtime compared to other approaches.
6.3 The MECoS Prototype
The ECoS concept is presented as a theoretical construct in literature.
Although several concrete implementations of online learning algorithms
obeying the ECoS paradigm are being presented, e.g. EFuNN ([109,
101, 111, 212]), the source code is not publicly available for any of these
implementations. Hence, a new and independent ECoS implementation
based on the ECoS paradigm (as presented in [110]) and on a multilayer
perceptron [67, 159, 183, 161, 34, 41] for the application within the mobile
care context has been developed within this research project. The implementation
of the MECoS prototype has been divided into several sub-tasks and
milestones. Every time a milestone could be achieved successfully, the
next higher level was targeted. This allowed an iterative step-by-step
approach to building a working prototype of the MECoS concept.
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6.3.1 Building an Evolving Network
The initial project was named “MECM”: mobile evolving clustering method,
an incremental locally optimising learning algorithm according to the
ECoS paradigm. Because of the author’s previous knowledge, the implementation
used the Java platform ([6]), based on several publicly available Java-implementations
of a multilayer perceptron [8, 9]. The learning ability of the algorithm
could be proved with simple examples, for instance the base algorithm
was able to learn the logical operators AND, OR and X-OR (3 input values:
valueA, valueB, opCode; 1 output value).
As described above, the underlying neural network of the MECoS prototype
was based on a Multilayer Perceptron and the description of the Evolving
Connectionist Systems paradigm by Prof. Kasabov in [110]. The main
difference of evolving connectionist systems related to traditional Artificial
Neural Networks is, that they do not have a static structure (after training).
ECoS based systems adapt themselves in real time and can also change
their structure by building new nodes (or also called clusters) during
runtime. This results in a very dynamic system which perfectly fits
into the requirements within the Mobile Care context. The nodes of
the connectionist structure, the clusters, are nothing but a point in a
coordinate system with a radius (within a network with 2 dimensions).
The classifier tries to classify presented datasets into existing clusters
which can be adjusted, or new clusters can be created. The search for the
best fitting cluster is performed by calculation of the euclidean distance
of the arrived dataset to each existing cluster as shown in listing 6.1.
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Algorithm 6.1 Calculation of euclidean distance of a dataset to an
evolving cluster
private double calculateNormalisedEuclideanDistance ( Dataset ds ,
Cluster c )
{
/∗ |a| = ( a1^2 + a2^2) ^ 1/2 ∗/
double x1 = ds . getX ( ) ;
double y1 = ds . getY ( ) ;
double x2 = c . getX ( ) ;
double y2 = c . getY ( ) ;
/∗ a2+b2=c2 . . . a1^2 + a2^2 = a ^ 2 . . .
∗ a = sqrt ( a1^2 + a2^2 )
∗ a1 = x2 − x1
∗ a2 = y2 − y1 ∗/
double a1 = Math . abs ( x2−x1 ) ;
double a2 = Math . abs ( y2−y1 ) ;
double a1q = Math . pow( a1 , 2 ) ;
double a2q = Math . pow( a2 , 2 ) ;
double a = Math . sqrt ( a1q+a2q ) ;
return a ;
}
Listing 6.2 shows a further important part of the algorithm which brings
the dynamic characteristic into the neural network based structure, i.e.
where it performs the clustering for a newly arrived dataset: if a fitting
existing cluster for the currently arrived dataset is found, it is used (and
probably adjusted). If not, a new cluster is created.
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Algorithm 6.2 Net adjusting existing or creating a new cluster
i f ( nearestCluster . getRad ( ) > nearestDistance )
{
//the dataset belongs to nearest c l u s t e r as i t i s





//we have to find a poss ib ly f i t t i n g c l u s t e r
final Cluster candidate = f indPoss ib lyFit t ingCluster ( ds ) ;
i f ( candidate==null ) {
//the dataset does not belong to an ex i s t ing c l u s t e r
//and also no poss ib ly f i t t i n g c l u s t e r by adjusting
// i t s center and radius ex i s t s−create a new c l u s t e r
createNewCluster ( ds ) ;
}
else {
adjustCluster ( candidate , ds ) ;
}
}
Further, a tool to visualise the clusters created by the learning algorithm
was developed. A problem with this first implementation was the correct
interpretation of the linguistic description of the algorithm in [110] and
correct translation into sourcecode of a programming language. The visualisation
tool helped to understand what evolving clustering does (this is what
local learners do, building locally optimised clusters - see also [144]).
An example of a test run of the Mobile Evolving Connectionist Method
(MECM) and the visualisation of the created clustering (pink circles) of
the presented input data sets (blue points) is shown in figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: Visualisation of Evolving Clustering Method
After this very simplified proof-of-concept implementation of an ECoS-based
online machine learning algorithm “MECM”, the development of a complete
prototype for the MECoS Mobile Care System prototype was performed,
but with a little change: a ANN based classifier is required to achieve
best results in patient monitoring, MECM was not a real ANN but rather
reinforcement-learning-based and just a proof-of-concept for the evolving
clustering part. For the MECoS prototype, a full multilayer perceptron
(which is an ANN implementation) was used as a base and extended and
adapted successively.
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6.3.2 Neural Network Serialisation
In the first prototypes, the serialisation of the Neural Network (i.e. the
mind of the system) was performed in a very simple, text-based way. This
facillitated basic proving that the knowledge of an ECoS-based system
(i.e. the mobile node) can be extracted, transferred and injected from one
device into another ECoS-based system instance (i.e. the back-end node)
even if there is a different network structure (the back-end system has
additional input parameters to achieve better qualification results).
After the initial milestone could be proved, the serialiser was converted
from text-based mode of operation to producing a binary format [196],
which is much more efficient. The efficiency of the serialiser algorithm
could be improved but not as expected, the net size did not shrink significantly
as a performed test run showed (table 6.1).
Time Duration Header Size Net Overall Size
Text/ASCII 6750 msecs 86 bytes 8630 bytes
Binary 3250 msecs 36 bytes 8512 bytes
Table 6.1: Text-based vs. Binary Serialiser Efficiency
Further optimisations using net state compression were performed. Compression
has to be a consideration of performance (CPU usage) and compression
rate. For initial tests a very simple run-length-enconding [172, 18, 35,
117] based compressor was implemented, which simply compresses a
sequence of bytes to reference bytes and a counter. (e.g. instead of transferring
a byte value of 197 five times, the byte value 197 is transferred once and
a counter of 5).
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An implementation of an alternative compression algorithm has been
found (range coding compression)[10], which has a better compression
rate but also requires more computation and therefore has less performance.
At least on the weak mobile device this could lead to system performance
problems. For the initial experiements, the already implemented run-length-encoding
based compression algorithm was used. To get a first impression of the
overall performance of the MECoS prototype and to be able to compare
it to the classical client-server based approach this was sufficient. For
further research, the implementation of better or alternative compression
algorithms like the found range coding compression algorithm should be
performed.
6.3.3 Building the Simulation Environment
The above sections have presented the important key-tasks for building
a working prototype of the MECoS concept and being able to perform
experiments using this prototype. Of course many more activities had
to be performed to build up a complete and fully working simulation
environment in which the experiments could be conducted. The following
paragraphs give a short overview of those activities (including the prototype
and required additional tools for performing the simulation runs and
collecting the results). In order to build the simulation environment
for the MECoS approach, the following tasks were performed (in this
sequence):
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Implement an ANN-Test
• implement non-evolving, non incremental variant of ANN in Java
as a base (from scratch, the MECM test was not re-used)
• get deeper understanding of how ANNs really work by building
an implementation myself (practical experience is required to fully
understand the topic )
• look for current java implementations of ANNs and investigate them
• a problem was the application of correct activation-functions and
parameter values (momentum, learning rate, etc.) of the network to
achieve usable learning results
Implement the EMLP (evolving multilayer perceptron) algorithm
• build evolving multilayer perceptron as a first minimal ECoS implementation
of the previously built "static" ANN by enhancing/changing the algorithm
to an evolving one as described in [110]
• like ecmtest translating the linguistic description of ECoS working
scheme into a Java programme code was different
• finding good parameters to get a working emlp is quite difficult, too:
even if the algorithm is basically working, parameter tuning is a
time consuming task
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Implement emlpME (emlp java microedition test)
• migrate result of emlptest to mobile java platform that can run on
the Java WTK emulator which emulates slow speed and network
connection of mobile/portable devices
• problem: reduced API on Java ME: no full floating point operations
support, had to look for replacement for several Math functions that
are required (Math.exp, Math.random, ...)
• after research on the internet: “microfloat package” [11] was found
and integrated, provides a replacement for missing floating-point
operations by long/double conversion
Prove serialisation and de-serialisation of the emlp (ME)
• the working emlp (and emlpME for the mobile device) network structures
were serialised into a file and de-serialised again (based on algorithms
as described in [196]), i.e. the transfer of the knowledge base over a
dataline was tested (proof of concept) and could basically be proved
as the serialised and de-serialised network produced exactly the
same results when classifying a dataset sequence.
Consideration of further steps
• as the development of a simple working ECoS system from scratch
succeeded (emlp and emlpME) and also the serialisation and de-serialisation
could be proved as well, the former steps can be seen as “proof of
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concept milestone (1)”, because it proves the development of an ecos
that can be "moved" via state serialisation.
• after this milestone had been achieved, a short consideration of the
required next steps was performed:
G the next step is to build an unbalanced system simulation, with
the classifier moving from one side to the other, which represents
the second proof-of-concept milestone (2).
Completion of the simulation environment
• a complete simulation environment is required in which the above
systems can be tested “fully integrated” and where the defined numbers
(as listed in section 6.2.5) can be measured
• the components from milestone 1 were taken and integrated into a
fully working simulation environment to start the experiments:
G two nodes to be simulated are required: mobile and back-end/server
were implemented
G mobile was run as emulated mobile device within the java wireless
toolkit (Java WTK) as the WTK is able to emulate the slow
processor speed and network bandwidth of mobile devices
G the server was run as standard java application on a PC
G the data generator produced several different scenarios for the
simulation runs, each scenario containing about 1000 records
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saved into an XLS file to reproduce simulation runs with identical
datasets (required to compare MECoS to traditional approaches)
6.4 Summary
Based on the author’s previous knowledge, the Java-Platform [6] was
chosen as the development environment for the experiments. The Java-Platform
also delivers a practical tool, the Java Wireless Toolkit [7], which is used
for mobile application development and is capable of simulating the limited
resources of mobile devices. The back-end modules have been implemented
as a standalone Java application, communication between mobile and
back-end nodes is performed via standard TCP/IP sockets.
As there is no implementation of an ECoS-based system publicly available,
an ECoS implementation based on the concepts as described in [110]
had to be built (as suggested after Prof. Kasabov had been contacted
directly). The self-implemented ECoS was built upon a freely available
Java implementation of a standard multilayer perceptron. As initial tests
of the self-implemented ECoS-paradigm-based online machine learning
algorithm were promising, a complete simulation environment for the
conduction of experiments was built upon this initial prototype: the MECoS
system. During the development of the simulation environment it was
considered right from the start, that the classifier had to run in different
classification modes. The simulation environment has to be able to run
different algorithm types for comparison: the presented MECoS approach
and a traditional, static client-server based approach (CS). Every simulation
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run was performed under identical conditions in MECoS and also CS
mode to compare the performance of those two approaches by the conducted
measurements.
Conducting experiments with physiological data from real patients is
affected by ethical restrictions and brings up a lot of bureaucracy. It is
also very time-consuming and expensive and in some cases even impossible
to do. As the specific use case of mobile care is not really relevant for
the MECoS classifier, the experiments were conducted with artificially
generated patient data but with the aim of being as realistic as possible.
Although, of course, the generated data cannot be compared to real physiological
input data measured by sensors attached to a human being, the MECoS
approach learns the individual characteristics of this generated data -
similar to the fact that every human patient is individually different
and “delivers” individually different physiological measurements to the
algorithm that has to learn it and adapt itself to it.
A data generator tool was developed within this research project to generate
masses of physiological input data time series in different “scenarios”.
The datasets consist of realistic value ranges of e.g. blood sugar, body
temperature, blood oxygen level etc. The scenarios can be chosen for each
time series that is being generated and saved as a database. A scenario
defines the characteristic of the curves of the input data measures, e.g.
normal, active/sport, emergency.
Based on various generated databases, the experiments could be conducted
and compared to identical input data sequences as often as required:
compare different algorithm types results, refine the algorithms, etc. To
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be able to measure and compare the outcome of the experiments, some
key numbers have been defined which represent the resource intensity
or economic mode of operation of the algorithm.





T HE aim of this research is to provide an efficient distributed onlinemachine learning algorithm that is applicable within heterogeneous
distributed systems and performs better than traditional (client-server
based) approaches in terms of resource and energy/battery consumption.
Experiments have been conducted running the prototype of the presented
MECoS approach and for comparison with a classical client-server (CS)
based approach. The experiments have been performed within absolutely
identical environments (same hardware, same input data).
From the numerous measurements collected during the experiments, a
set of important key numbers was selected and analysed to derive metrics
and compare the two different algorithms.
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The results show significant improvement with the MECoS approach, it
results in an average reduction of Processor Cycles used by about 30%,
and an 12% improvement in required communication efforts.
A visual presentation of outcome and evaluation is provided by the following
histograms: The first two compare the distribution of the overall number
of processor cycles used (see figure 7.1). The shift of the bars to reduced
processor cycles usage of the MECoS approach compared to the CS approach
can be observed clearly:
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Figure 7.1: Histograms of Processor Cycles Used - CS compared to
MECoS
The second major issue related to efficiency and resource consumption
are the required communication efforts (sending and receiving data is
very expensive for mobile devices). The following two histograms visualise
the distribution of required communication efforts of the MECoS approach
compared to the traditional Client Server approach (see figure 7.2). The
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distribution, which mainly depends on the characteristics of the generated
input data, is not as smooth as with processor cycles. But the shift of
the bars to significantly reduced overall communication efforts (C = n /
S, where n is the number of connections that were opened and S is the
amount of data that was transferred) of the MECoS approach compared
to the Client Server (CS) approach can be observed, too:




The following sections present the results of the experiments more closely.
The values investigated and the numbers used to compare the approaches
are derived, the measures of the important numbers are explained and
evaluated in more detail.
7.1.1 Values Investigated / Metrics
As the hypothesis has stated, the aim is to find a more efficient distributed
online learning algorithm so the values that had to be measured within
the experiments were mainly performance/efficiency and energy-consumption-related:
Measuring Energy Efficiency
Energy-related metrics have been derived from the basic equations of
Martin et al [139] in chapter 3 as:
Elocal = (PprocActive+ PcommIdle) ∗ Tsystem
and
Eremote = n ∗ PactivateComm + (PprocIdle + PcommActive) ∗ Ttrans +
(PprocIdle+ PcommIdle) ∗ Twait
whereas
• Elocal ist energy consumption for local processing,
• Eremote is energy consumption for remote processing.
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• n is the number of remote processing steps (i.e. how often a connection
to the back-end system has to be opened)
• PprocActive is power consumption for active data processing
• PprocIdle: power consumption of idle data processing
• PcommIdle is power consumption of idle communication
• PcommActive is power consumption of active data transfer
• PactivateComm is power consumption peak when communication is
opened up
• Tsystem is the duration of local data processing
• Ttrans is duration for data transfer tasks
• Twait is duration for waiting for results of the remote processing
Constant factors specific to each hardware are the power-consumption
numbers and processor capabilities, therefore the numbers of interest for








but this is still only representative for a specific hardware infrastructure:
• Ttrans = S/r (size / ratio) - as data transfer rate (ratio) is strongly
dependent on hardware, it can be treated as a constant value and
disregarded, so the most representative variable of Ttrans can be
derived as: S - amount of data that has to be transferred
• Tsystem: duration for active data processing - in analogy to the
above paragraph, Tsystem can also be refined and simply replaced
by number of processor cycles W (as Tsystem = number of processor
cycles * time_duration_per_cycle and the time duration per cycle is
a hardware specific constant value)
• Twait: can be treated as “given” external constant value -> therefore
it can be disregarded
The extraction of the relevant numbers from the above equations results
in three values: number of processor cycles W, number of connections
opened n and number of bytes that have to be transferred S. The number
of processor cycles clearly relates to the processing efficiency, but to express
the communication efficiency with a single number we need to relate S
to n - based on the energy consumption characteristics of GSM/UMTS
modems [38, 208, 64, 4]. As described earlier (chapter 3) it is better to
transfer more data over fewer connections that have to be opened than to
transfer less data over more connections, e.g.:
• sending/receiving 100 bytes over 1 connection that has to be opened
up is better than:
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• sending/receiving 40 bytes but over 2 required connections
To stay hardware independent within this research we directly relate S to
n to express communication efforts. It is clear that this relation changes
slightly because it depends on the energy-consumption characteristic of
a specific hardware product, however, I think this does not change the
outcome of the experiments comparing MECoS approach to other approaches
in a major way and can be neglected (at least at this early stage of research).
We state that one connection transferring 100 bytes is better than 2
connections transferring 40 bytes (better means “less efforts”), so:
• 1/100 is less than 2/40 –> 0,01 is less than 0,05 –> which is true
So we can express the overall communication efforts of an algorithm as:
• C = n / S
After transforming the above energy related equations and disregarding
hardware-specific values and constants, the main performance numbers
of interest can be derived. The two key-numbers expressing the efficiency
of the mobile system are:
1. Mobile node number of consumed processor cycles: W
2. Mobile node communication efforts: C (=n/S)
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Gathering Results in Experiments:
To find out whether the desired objectives are met, the idea of the MECoS
approach has to be compared to the traditional approach by utilising the
measurements as described above. The measurements provide valuable
significance for energy efficiency and resource consumption of the system.
The most resource-intensive tasks of a mobile device are opening up a
data connection, active data transfer and active processor (in decreasing
order).
7.1.2 Overview of Results
The outcome of all experiments performed and all numbers that were
measured can be depicted in a compressed way by comparing the calculated




Figure 7.3: Overall System Load of MECoS compared to CS
Numbers that the above chart is based on (W - processor cycles and C -
communication efforts) can be seen in table 7.1. It shows the overall sums
of the two key numbers measured within the experiments, comparing the
presented MECoS approach to a traditional client-server based approach
(CS):
Client Server MECoS Improvement
Proc. Cycles W1 180704097991047 126477271081977 30%
Comm. Efforts C 2 0,000095882777159 0,000026639329203 62%
Table 7.1: Results Summary
A description of how the numbers W and C are calculated and which
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numbers they are based on can be found in the previous section (see
7.1.1). The bar chart and the summary table clearly show that the presented
MECoS approach outperforms traditional approaches in processing and
communication efforts.
7.2 Detailed Results Measured
Results have been measured within 95 different experiment runs, experiments
were performed with different dataset widths and different databases to
get a broader characteristic of how the two compared algorithms perform
under different circumstances. For every experiment that was performed,
the basic parameters and many characteristic numbers have been measured
to analyse and point out resource consumption, efficiency and workload
of the systems while they were active, for instance:
• dataset width
• database size / datasets processed (number of records)
• mode (MECoS or client server CS)
• processor cycles used
• average classification time per dataset on client
• average duration for a learning step of the evolving network on
client
• number of data connections that were opened to the back-end system
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• data connection open, active and idle periods
• number of bytes read and written by the client (overall bytes transferred
between client and server)
• number of evolving nodes that existed in the evolving network structure
on the client at the end of the experiment (classifier structure complexity)
• etc.
The detailed table of numbers measured throughout the experiments can
be found in the appendix of this thesis (A).
All of them are quite interesting in some way but to highlight the achievement
of the aims of this research, the collected measurements were selected
and compressed into the three most important measurements that point
out the efficiency of the algorithm (which are the basis of the calculated
processor cycles C and communication efforts W numbers):
• overall number of processor cycles used
• overall data transfer between client and back-end node
• number of data connections opened
These three performance numbers are the most important ones regarding




As shown in figure 7.4 the MECoS approach performs much better in
terms of used processor cycles on the client than the Client Server (CS)
approach. Only in a single experiment, were the used processor cycles
nearly equal, in all others CS was outperformed by MECoS at about an
average of 70% of CS.
Figure 7.4: Overall Proc. Cycles used
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7.2.2 Average Classification Time
Very similar to the processor cycles used as explained above, figure 7.5
below shows that the MECoS approach also performs better in terms of
average classification time per dataset on the client. Classification time
clearly depends on the processor and is tightly related to the number of
processor cycles used, the close relation is also visible when comparing
the curves of average classification time to the ones of used processor
cycles. This does not bring about new facts but can be seen as validation
of the measurements (if the curves were not related, this would be a
strong indication for an error in the experiments or measurements).
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Figure 7.5: Avg. Dataset Classification Time
7.2.3 Overall Data Transfer
Figure 7.6 shows a possible drawback of the MECoS approach: the higher
amount of data that has to be transferred (the moving process itself has
to transfer the single knowledge base between the nodes). It can be seen
that in ideal cases the required data transfer is only some percent higher
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than with the traditional CS approach, but on average the amount of data
transfered is 150-170% higher with the presented MECoS approach than
with CS.
It has to be mentioned that the MECoS implementation that was used
within the experiments only applied a very simple RLE-based compression
algorithm [172, 18, 35, 117]. It can be assumed that a refined version of
the MECoS algorithm applying a better compression algorithm like LZW
- Lempel-Ziv-Welsh ([152]) can drastically reduce the amount of data to




Figure 7.6: Overall Data Transfer
7.2.4 Connections Opened
The measured number of connections opened as seen in figure 7.7 shows
that the communication efforts between client and back-end node are
higher for the CS approach than for MECoS. The problem is that the CS
approach cannot “delegate control” to back-end for an undefined amount
of time (as MECoS does), but has to re-initiate communication in every
potential emergency case. There CS is again outperformed by the MECoS
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approach. As the energy consumption for opening up a data connection
is very high, a lower count is a great advantage. This also mitigates
the drawback of the higher data transfer amount of MECoS approach as
mentioned in the previous section.
Figure 7.7: Overall Connections Opened
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7.3 Discussion of Results
A significant improvement by the early prototype of the MECoS approach
could be shown immediately. It runs more efficiently than traditional
systems and at the same time provides an equivalent learning performance
and classification quality.
The required amount of processor cycles on the mobile device is remarkably
below traditional, CS based approaches and lies at about 70% on average,
i.e. allows savings of processor load on the mobile device of about 30%.
It is interesting that in contrast to these savings, the MECoS approach
produces a higher amount of data transfer between the mobile and the
back-end system, experiments showed that the overall amount of data
transfer is at up to 150% compared to traditional approaches.
On the other hand, the MECoS prototype clearly outperformed the traditional
approaches when taking into account the number of data connections
that were opened between mobile and back-end device. Here the MECoS
approach allows savings of about 40 percent. It is important to take
this into account when looking at the higher quantity of overall data
transferred at 150%, because energy consumption characteristics determine
the significance of these numbers and their impact on the overall results:
• Processor: energy intensive, but rather low when compared to communication
efforts (GPRS data link)




• Opening up a data connection: most energy-intensive. When GPRS/UMTS
data links are opened, so-called “bursts” are required to establish
the connection ([208, ?]). These are short but extremely energy-intensive
radio peaks of the cellphone or GSM modem. So, the impact of
a higher amount of overall data transfer can be dropped by the
remarkably lower number of data connections that have to be opened.
Remark on measured Communication Efforts
The MECoS prototype compressed the data for state/knowledge transfer
with a simple RLE [172, 18, 35, 117] algorithm only. So, data transferred
by the MECoS approach can be reduced massively by the application of
a better compression algorithm. It demonstrates the improvement of the
MECoS approach over traditional approaches also in terms of communication
efforts: the outcome of the experiments has already shown that MECoS
requires less communication efforts than traditional approaches in terms
of the number of connections between mobile and backend device. When
more sophisticated compression algorithms (e.g. LZW [152] or similar)
are integrated into the MECoS approach, the required communication
efforts can be reduced even more significantly. Even if the better compression
uses more CPU cycles, CPU is cheaper than GPRS/UMTS - so this is a




If all three key energy consuming tasks are considered with their weights
in combination, the advantage of the MECoS approach is clearly visible
and it is proven that the previously set aims could be achieved - to recapitulate
the stated aim of this research:
“The aim of this research project is to discover a novel approach based
on Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) methods, that
results in a high quality and maximum energy- and computationally
efficient operating Mobile Care System. This should enable a very
economical, long period of autonomous operation without sacrificing the
systems classification abilities / intelligence and result in applicable and
cost-efficient mobile patient care systems.”
As the results of experiments show, the presented MECoS algorithm provides
the same classification quality as other state-of-the-art AI-based monitoring
systems by working much more resource and energy efficiently and therefore
provides a significantly longer period of autonomous operation of the
system - the research aim is clearly met.
Even though the development and advancement of mobile hardware is
permanently progressing and devices work more efficiently and additionally
also battery capacities are permanently increasing, the requirement remains
- for a very efficient mode of operation of Mobile Care Systems for achieving
a maximum autonomous system runtime - and derived from this - achieve
cost savings. Faster processors and data transfer rates have an impact
on numbers but the proportional superiority of the MECoS approach in
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relation to traditional client-server based approaches will stay more or
less unchanged: Mobile Care Systems that are based on the MECoS
concept will always outperform traditional, client-server based systems
because they inherently work more efficiently and therefore will always
result in a longer autonomous system runtime.
A fundamental change in the results of this investigation would only
occur if the proportions of the energy intensities for the performed tasks
changed, i.e. required energy for processor, data communication and
opening up data connections - in this case the results would have to
be re-evaluated. But from the current point of view, this characteristic
change is not to be expected in the near future.
Both measured systems, MECoS and also CS approaches, were based on
simulation: in both cases the input data was generated by a developed
software algorithm (both algorithms were fed with identical input data)
and the classifiers were characteristic prototypes. To gather more detailed
results, further experiments would be required, based on physiological
input data (sensors measuring data from real patients) that are being
measured in real world scenarios. This of course could result in (slight)
changes of the outcome, but exceed the frame of this research project and





8.1 Original Research Questions Addressed
A S presented in the introduction of this thesis (see Chapter 1), theoriginal research question that set out this thesis years ago is:
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“How can we design a Mobile Care System that balances the conflicting
needs of providing real-time complex distributed intelligence, using
limited resources in terms of computational power and power
requirements?”
The aim of this research project is to discover a novel approach based
on Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) methods, that
results in a high quality and maximum energy- and computationally
efficiently operating Mobile Care System. This should enable a very
economical, long period of autonomous operation without sacrificing the
systems classification abilities / intelligence and result in applicable and
cost-efficient mobile patient care systems. Broader and increased usage
of these systems will be the consequence.
After a detailed investigation of the state of the art in patient monitoring
and artificial intelligence systems, a novel approach could be presented
that addresses the above research questions, the so-called MECoS approach:
The basic idea of the MECoS approach was to utilise modern wireless
networks to overcome the limited computational resources of the mobile
monitoring devices through integration of the assistance of powerful back-end
systems with (nearly) unlimited power. The idea was, that the back-end
systems should take over control in extraordinary cases - this should
allow complex tasks and high classification quality by allowing the mobile
monitoring devices to stay rather simple, portable and provide a very long
autonomous system runtime. Technically, a heterogeneous distributed
system was built, in which a classical online machine learning algorithm
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was deployed. The speciality in this case is that the online machine
learning algorithm works in a distributed way, i.e. the machine learning
algorithm moves over multiple nodes within the system and integrates
different available input parameters advancing a unique shared knowledge
base on all nodes - so things learned on the back-end system are immediately
available on the limited mobile monitoring device which would never
have been able to learn these things itself.
A drawback of the MECoS approach is the rather high communicational
efforts, as the knowledge base has to be transferred between the devices.
It was unclear if this drawback would scatter the advantages of the MECoS
approach, but as experiments have shown, data compression algorithms
can be integrated and in the end the MECoS approach still offers significantly
better results than the compared classical client server based approaches
do.
8.2 Conclusion
The novel MECoS approach offers a significant advance in the application
of a distributed machine learning algorithm that combines a battery-powered
device with limited computational power to a remote and more powerful
machine:
• Although running on a limited and portable device, through the
distributed online machine learning algorithm the proposed system
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achieves exactly the same classification quality as a powerful stationary
computer system can provide.
• The overall processor cycles (i.e. energy usage and resource consumption)
used on the mobile device per test run, shows MECoS clearly in
front of classical CS (client server) approaches: MECoS is mainly
operating at about 70% of CS’ consumption. Also at overall efforts
for communication tasks MECoS outperforms CS with about 38% of
CS’ consumption.
The presented MECoS approach represents a distributed online learning
process that operates highly efficiently within an unbalanced distributed
environment. Because there is only a single, shared knowledge base
in combination with a moving classifier instance, a very dynamic and
energy-efficient operation of the system can be achieved. The classifier
provides high-quality results without the drawbacks of current Mobile
Care Systems (“semi-portable” vs. “semi-intelligent” as mentioned above,
see section 2.4).
8.3 Future Direction
Even though it is only a first prototype, the MECoS System implementation
already outperforms other approaches as the results have shown. Some
aspects, however, were left open and several issues are subject to further
optimisations. The direction for further research and improvement of the
MECoS System concept should focus on:
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Reducing Data Transfer The rather high amount of MECoS’ data
transfer has to be reduced, mainly by evaluation of best-fitting compression
algorithms for representing the knowledge base (the serialised evolving
net structure) and its transfer between client and back-end node and
vice-versa (use other compression algorithms, chunked transfer, caching,
etc.).
Classifier Parameter Tuning Another point that has to be investigated
is how the system works with “real world” data, as current experiments
were only performed with generated data. It can be expected that the
classifiers parameters will have to be tuned to provide more qualitative
results with real world data, as the current implementation is tuned
for the generated data. It will be inevitable that experiments with real
human patients will need to be performed at a later stage of this field of
research (e.g. if a product based on the MECoS concept is to be developed).
Investigate Dynamic Sampling Frequency and Degree of Abnormality
Investigation of energy aware computing (see 3.2.3) presented the concept
of dynamic sampling frequency and the so-called degree of abnormality
(which is a number that controls the dynamic sampling). The prototype
implementation of the MECoS system was based on a multilayer perceptron
and the outcome of the classifier was interpreted as no-alarm or alarm-classes.
The concept of the degree of abnormality has not (yet) been implemented
as this basically could be implemented for all Mobile Care Systems classifiers
and is not a benefit limited to MECoS based systems only. Nevertheless
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it would be interesting to implement this concept both in the MECoS
prototype and also in the classical Client Server based approach and
investigate how this would influence the results.
Memory Footprint As portable devices only have very scarce resources,
the memory footprint of the mobile classifier (client node) should be investigated
and optimised as well.
Integration of future trends on ECoS based research In the meantime,
research on ECoS-based systems has made progress. Over the last years,
new variants of ECoS based systems have been presented. Prof. Kasabov
has extended the ECoS paradigm from classical ANNs to spiking ANNs
as presented in [106, 107, 105, 99, 98, 100]for instance. The impact of
these recent updates on ECoS based systems has to be investigated and
the MECoS approach can probably be enhanced further.
Comparison with alternative evolving classifiers Evaluation of popular
AI and ML techniques as presented in chapter 4 showed that basically
several approaches are available that could possibly be used for mobile
patient monitoring tasks. I have selected the ECoS paradigm as a foundation
for my further research because compared to the other techniques, it
seems to be the best-fitting approach for addressing the research aims
of this thesis to me. It would be very interesting to build similar systems
with a “moving classifier” but based on alternative AI concepts like Decision
Trees/C4.5 algorithm (see 4.3.5), Artificial Immune Systems (see 4.3.9),
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Multi-Objective Systems (see 4.3.8) or other Dynamic/Evolving Neural
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During the experiments, a wide range of measurements were collected for
evaluation and further usage. Finally, only a selected subset of representative
measurements was used to compare the different approaches. For completeness,
the full results table containing all measured values throughout all experiments
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The developed data generator tool (see 6.2.3) that was responsible for
providing the simulated physiological test data for the experiments. The
main algorithm worked as follows:
public void generateFile ( final String filename ) {
Map<DatasetElement , Double> prevValues =
new HashMap<DatasetElement , Double > ( ) ;
HSSFWorkbook wb = new HSSFWorkbook ( ) ;
HSSFSheet sheet = wb. createSheet ( " data " ) ;
int actrow = 0;
actrow = generateHeaderRow ( sheet , actrow ) ;
for ( int i = 0 ; i < numrecs ; i ++) {
int cellnum = 0;
final HSSFRow row = sheet . createRow ( ( short ) actrow++) ;
268
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for ( DatasetElement e : def . elements ( ) ) {
final Double prevVal = prevValues . get ( e ) ;
final double val
= generateRandomValue ( e , prevVal , i + 1) ;
prevValues . put ( e , Double . valueOf ( val ) ) ;
HSSFCell c e l l = row . createCel l ( cellnum++) ;
c e l l . setCellValue ( val ) ; } }
save ( filename , wb) ;
The “generateRandomValue” method that is visible in the above main
algorithm can be seen below:
private double generateRandomValue
( DatasetElement e , Double prevVal , int valueCount ) {
//PH 20090618: handle auto−esca lat ion
boolean autoEscalate = false ;
i f ( ( def . autoEscalateAfter != 0)
&& ( valueCount > def . autoEscalateAfter ) ) {
int rest = valueCount % def . autoEscalateAfter ;
autoEscalate = ( rest <= def . autoEscalateFor ) ;
i f ( autoEscalate ) {
System . out . pr int ln ( "AUTO−ESCALATING record "
+ valueCount ) ;
}
269
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}
//get a random value
final double rndPart = rnd . nextDouble ( ) ;
//def ine boundaries
final double min = e . min ;
final double max = e .max;
final double norm = e . norm ;
final double f l u c = e . f luctuat ion ;
final double range_ful l = max − min ;
//range in f luc tuat ion of norm in percent :
final double min_fluc
= (norm − ( ( range_ful l ) ∗ f l u c ) ) ;
final double max_fluc
= (norm + ( ( range_ful l ) ∗ f l u c ) ) ;
final double range_fluc






∗ f luc =0 ,2
∗ 20% = 20
270
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∗
∗ min_fluc =30 , max_fluc=70 , range_fluc = 40
∗/
double retval = 0 ;
//generate a random value by mode
i f ( " normal " . equals (mode)
&& ! autoEscalate ) {
// 0 − 1 ∗ range ==> value betwteen 0 . . . . 4 0
final double rndInRange
= rndPart ∗ range_fluc ;
boolean lastBelow = false ;
i f ( prevVal != null ) {
final double prev
= prevVal . doubleValue ( ) ;
lastBelow = ( prev < norm) ;
}
//jump over and under normal
//value in "normal " operating mode
final double sign = lastBelow ? 1 : −1;
retval = norm + ( sign ∗ ( rndInRange / 2) ) ;
}
else
i f ( " act ive " . equals (mode)
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&& ! autoEscalate ) {
//no escalat ion no emergency ,
//but " ac t iv e " pat ient
//− i . e . making sports ,
//stepping s ta irs , b i c i c l i n g e t c .
// use doubled normal f luc tuat ion
final double rndInRange
= rndPart ∗ range_fluc ∗ 2;
//tend to more a c t i v i t y
final double sign
= e . increaseOnActivity ? 1 : −1;
retval = norm + ( sign ∗ ( rndInRange / 2) ) ;
} else
i f ( " escalate " . equals (mode) || autoEscalate ) {
//tend to more a c t i v i t y
final double sign =
e . increaseOnEscalation ? 1 : −1;
//use normal f luc as base value
final double rndInRangeNormal
= rndPart ∗ range_fluc ;
final double rndInRange
= rndPart ∗ range_ful l ;
// esca la t e exceed ranges
final double rndInRangeTotal
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= rndInRangeNormal + rndInRange ;
retval = norm + ( sign ∗
( rndInRangeTotal / 2) ) ;
}
//handle extreme values that exceed l imi t s :
i f ( retval < min)
{
retval = min ;
}




//hanlde bool values i . e . only min
//and max are allowed
i f ( e . i sboo l ) {
double dist2min = retval − min ;
double dist2max = max − retval ;
i f (Math . min( dist2min , dist2max )
== dist2min ) {
//generated random value i s nearer
// to min − return min
retval = min ;
273





else i f ( e . i s i n t ) {










A representative subset of the generated input datasets for the simulation
runs in the experiments is shown below. As described in 6.2.3, the data
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